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IN OUR 76th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, March 14, 1955

Seen &I-lewd Rotary Letters Bring Replies
From Several Foreign Clubs
Around
MURRAY

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

Vol. LX.R.V1 No. 62

Strikes Put Over 65,000
Out Of Jobs In The South

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

The International Service ComHe enclosed a pamplet of SwitATLANTA V —A nine - state about 90 per cent of the railroads
mittee of the Murray Rotary Club zerland showing the
scenic and
strike of union telephone workers of the nation have accepted the
is in the midst of a Project which historic points of interest.
started today and within hours the compromise plan proposed by a
Joseph Hungs. president of the
sa will undoubtedly improve relations
main BirmIngnam to New Orleans presidential ernergeney committee
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Frazee must between a small segment of the Ostende, Belgium club wrote that
cable was severed in what a South- after a threatened strike in 19fi3.
derive a lot of pleasure from their United States and an equal area although Ostende 'was very badly
ern Bell spokesman wild was "dein forty-five foreign nations.
The railroads involved soy they
damaged and suffered heavily from
pLee on Main street.
liberate sabotage."
D. L. Divelbiss. chairman of the enemy action during the
will nut adopt any plan requiring
last War,
The strike. acneduled to begin compulsory wage deductions.
committee and Prentice Lassiter, and from sea floods in 1953,
it
ulaid across
at 6 a. m.. EST, ill the Southern
a member of the committee have has, owing to the
The Communitations Workers of
indomitable
1 fAreltineaf the min
of the nthe written
Bell territory, put approximately America demanded a substantial
a letter to a Rotary Club spirit of its population, already
el.orentary school on South Thir50.000
union
telephone workers off general wage increase for its memin forty five different nations. fully recovered from its dreadful
teenth street This will carry the
the job. Picket lines were set up ber employes, but the detailed
The letter described the Murray experiences'.
Water that has been washing a
at many points two hours ahead terms of the donand hove never
Rotary Chib and the city of MurMr. Hung, ended his letter to
ditch across the campus.
of expiration of the old contract- ben disclosed,
ray.
Mr. Lassiter with 'trusting that
last midnight. Contract negotia- , The Major point of disagreeThe points of interest in Murray, some day we will have the
agreeIt won't be known for sure whe- Galloway
tion s have not bragken off, how- ment -between the telephone comCounty and Western able surprise to receive the visit
•$.her the first and second graders
ever.
.
Kentucky were described in the of some of your members
pany and Its union employes has
on
'of
the
city
and
county
will get letter. Lassiter expressed a feeling
4'
A Southern Bell spokesman said been over the company's efforts
tour in Europe, we du extend
to
i the polio shots, until about April
at Birmingham the company was write into a new °tantrum a ban on
of goodwill and cooperation an the meanwhile our very best regards
.1 10.
offering
letters.
a
$5,000
reward
'am per- "wildcat strikes" which it said
and heartiest wishes to all our
Seven answers have already been Murray Rotarian friends, and
sons responsible" for the cable caused frequent local tieups in
beg
. 1
, Mans are being made however, received from
cut.
some of the .letters you to accept for yourself. dear
service.
to go ahead .with the inoculations.
Weary company and Union negoand are from widely scattered Mr. chairman, our amiable thouSouthern Bell had offered a wage
so when the green light comes,
tiators called a halt to their mara- increase of II to $4 a week totaling
points of the world.
ghts.'
things will be seedy.
Countries included are Italy:
thon discussions at 8:45 a.m. after about 56.000.000 a year but this
Eric Beyer, chairman of the
—
—
Lausanne. SwAzerland; Ostende. International Serviee Committee
being in session since 11 a. m. Sun- was spurned because
of
it
was
"I
1There la Alie'danger in the shots Belgium; Copenhagen. Denmark;
day Another meeting was sched- coupled with a
the Copenhagen, Denmark Rotary
demand for a no''.whatauever.
Essen, Germany.; Capetown, South club sent his best wishes to the
uled for 2 p.tn. today. I/
strike clause, and because it would
Africa: Goteborgs. Sweden.
Another big strike tar in the cover only about 45.000
Murray Rotarians
employes.
TV commercial songs still ring
Stephen A. Crump, member of
South today — a walkout
,Hans Krawhal in his letter from
15.000
--throughout the house. Eating din- the International Contact Comemployes
of
the Louisville and
the Essen, Germany club said
ner the other day one of the kids mittee of the Milan, Italy club
TWO MEN reach to join Nude as they battle a roartng torrent in a street
Nashville Railway system.
that 'we think at is necessary
of Maitland, Australia.
wanted 90TYIS crackers so he gave wrote that Milan was the 'industrial
Maitland
Is
one
of
the
towns
About 20 operators walked off
kit hard by floods in New South Wales.
that young people learn the cond(fetereationed)
it out to the tune of Dragnet. It and financial center of Italy and
their jobs at 4 p.m. from Southern
itions of foreign life in other
went Imething like, -Pass the is a city bf 1.390,000'. He extended
Bell's headquarters
countries.' He added that 'we PVT. GLENN EAKFR
building
in
crackers. p-1-e-a-e-e."
Murray Rotarians an invitation to accept your greetings in Rotorian
downtown Atlanta They ImmedSAILS FOR GERMANY
attend their meeting at the Hotel spirit as a symbol for understanding
iately set up picket lines there.
By UNITED PRESS
More excitement when our eat Duomo any Tuesday at 12:30.
Picket
lines
also
and fraternity between nations
formed
at
other
Pvt Glenn T Eaker son of Mr.
A cold front whi_h touched off
dragged in the other night obviousPaul Dufour, secretary of the all over the world'
points in the south by 6:01 a.m. a
and Mrs Charlie Eaker of Murray
death-dealing tornado drove deep
i d ly frurn an altercatIon His left Lausanne. Switzerland Rotary club
NEWARK. NJ I? —A crazed
when W A Smallwood. district di- into
Vf J Savage of the Cape Town, Route four left this morning from
Dixie today and high March
airhne imssenger terrorized- 30 felleg or foot was injured in some wrote that 'the main idea iof
rector of the Communication Work- winds
South Africa club says that his Camp Kilmer, New Jersey for
fanned vast forest fires in
low passengers and the plane's
Way and he refused to walk on it. Rotary) being that the principles
of
ers
America.
club is doing its best in 'living Germany.
CIO. said "the three southern
states.
crew for five tense minutes Sunof Rqtary are well in mind, and up to the motto 'Service Above
strike is on.'•
The unpredictable 'March weathThe entourage was made this this we are looking after as much
It is not known what his exact day night with a piece of wood
Smallwood added that "negotia- er was
turning
its full force on
morning up to Dr Converse to as possible'.
that he said Was a gun
tions are continuing" with the com- the
The Gotenborgs, Sweden Rotary location in Germany will Vie at
Southland.
see what could be dune with
pany even after the strike deadClub sent in their letter a picture- this time.
The
passenger.
A cold wave moved into the
who identified
i`01
By ARTHUR J. OLSEN
151. inSured member.
line. The negotiators had been in northern
sque folder of the City of Cotehimself as Edward Koen. a former United Press Staff
Midwest, but springlike
Correspondent session all netted.
borgs.
Boston policeman, stood up in the
temperatures dominated 'catch of
WASHINGTON IP --President
NW. Disk obliged the kids by
The
railroad's
last
attempt
to
Mr Lassiter said that he felt
aisle shortly before the Eastern Eisenhower reported to Congress
the nation. Ohio River flood watch,
dating al8
ma, ia try aed
prevent its strike ended Saturday were
that by writing the letters to the
Airlines plane landed here use a today that the United States
falling and ,gentle itioda
contact Dr Converse He was out
now afternoun with the
reatini ro: the flowed across the
forty-five different clubs, that some
flight from Washington With one is pumping the bulk of its foreign
Southwest
of his ear at the time sr they
Kentucky
Court of Appeals to Bowl" area.
measure of good will be felt and
hand thrust in his coat pocket. aid into economically - retarded
Ken Slaughter was elected presididn't get to hear him call in.
grant
all
injunction
Wayion Rayburn. jumor past he arrnounced dramatically
er temporary
promulgated
But in South Carolina's peach"Don't areas - especially Asia - as the
dent of the Mayfield Junior Chamrestraining order against the 15,000 growing
head consul. and E Leon Collie, anybody move. I've got a gun"
best way to build up the free
belt two persons were
In spite of his injured leg, the ber of Commerce recently
He
non-operating employes.
head escort of the Head Camp of
dead, at least five were injured
Passengers said Koen continued world's security and prosperity.
cut raised Up when he was put succeeds Dwight Timmons.
The rail workers of the
Kentucky, both of Murray, will
and scores of homes were dts
to stand menacingly in the aisle
Other officers elected were.
In his seml - annual report on
next to a small pup In the room
and its affiliates. the Nashville stroyed
attend the Kenhucky state conor damaged in the wake
when the plane landed
the mutual security
Fred Heflin. internal vice presiwith the cages in it.
program
Chattanooga and St. Louis and the of a
vention of the Woodmen of the
vicious twister.
After the landing, he ordered covering the last half of 1954. the
dent: Wesley Mayhugh, external
Clinchheld
World Late
lines, called
Insurance
their
Society,
Alr Masses Clash
someone to open the door to the President indicated this shift in
vice president; Gilbert Killebrew.
Mrs. 01He Adair says that
strike in a dispute over a health
March 20 to '22, in the Seelbach
The tornado, springing norm
pilot's compartment and told the emphasis to underdeveloped counCHOCAGO (IP — Teenagerscan receive visitors at the hospi- secretary: and Dr J. B Washam.
Ifif
and weLane dedustion plan The leading
Hotel, Louisville.
edge of a bank of cold
30,000 of them - have served noCapt. A L Nelson, not to tries will continue.
tal now He will be there about treasurer
worker's, beiongeng to unions of car air,
raked
tice
three
that
Directors
'The
named
today's youth isn't going
Smith Carolina
were James P.
underdeveloped countries men,
three more weeks.
Roy Claypool. Bowling Green, move. Nelson thought the man was
machinists, signal men and counties
Sunday night with ripping
Crawford, E. K Linney and Con- to the dogs.'
head consul, will preside The joking but Purser Curtis Ivey hold the bulk of the world's popcheeutication,
elan
that
winds
and
The teenagers jammed Chicago's ether Head Camp officers who
ulation, occupy the largest part of
hail the sae of golf
1k bad flu, pneumonia, then a rad Carroll.
will shouted, "This is no eake. Call
balls
The new officers will be installed huge International Amphitheatre take part in the program are the cops."
its land area, constitute the major
heart attack
The
small farming town of Ridge
Sunday in a 'Chicago youth rally' James II Godrrran,
in May-.
Nelson ducked back in the com- source of its key minerals and
Falmouth, adSpring got the worst of it. Almost
Slaughter has been very active to map their own war against ju- viser. Jesse F Weldon. Madison- partment and radioed the tower raw materails and contain many
He's eut from under the oxygen
every building in two was deof its most valuable military bases.'
iri Junior Chamber of Commerce venile delinquency.
tent now
ville, banker; L
J.
Williams, for help
stroyed or damaged and two perSo many youngsters turned out Louisville.. clerk: Paul E.
work since the club was :reorganWhen police with drawn guns he said.
Whitaker,
OWENSBORO, March 14 IP — sem!, Busk Coats. 60, and Ree
that only 15.800 could cram their Owensboro. watchman;
ized here .several years ago
'It is not difficult to perceive,
Ann
Jack V. swarmed around the plane. Keen
therefore, why it is in our interest Three Louisville Cardinals were Cary, 3, were killed as they ran
He was manager of the first way into the amphitheatre arena. Kohler, Pleasure
Ridge
Park, ordered the passengers to leave.
basketball The other 15,000, may of whom sentry
Christmas
Jaycee
Alter the passengers filed out, to be deeply concerned with the named on the Kentucky Wesleyan from a tenant house..
The nearby towns of Edgefield.
tournament held here in 1953. and had stood in line five hours, filled
followed by Hostess Peggy Good- stability of these countries, their all - opponent team announced
today.
Charles Ray. IVLayfieid, is repre- rich -police boarded the plane
Johnston, Monetta and Batesburg
served as .v.ice president of the the adjoining exhibition hall and
and rates of economic growth, their
Phill Rollins and John Prudhoe, akso were hard hit and widespread
Fridley's complepte re.ord follows: Mayfield Clothiers Kitty League watched the rally on a closed cir- sentative, and
ability to meet the enlarged rePat
McCuiston. arrested Koen.
Pembroke, alternate The auditors
baseball team last year The club cuit television screen
Census
•
26
A search revealed the "gun- was quirements of their people, and the of Louisville, were both named to damage was reported in the area's
the first five along with Howie big peach orchards.
A 19-year-old high school senior. are Judge Charles A. Walter, only a small piece of wood,
was operatedsby the Jaycees
Adult Beds
60
held success of their present efforts to
Slaughter is employed by Time Robert Miller. sounded the key- Louisville, A. G. Knight, Falmouth; realistically in his
strengthen themselves and move Crittenden. of Murray. Art HellEmergency Beds
Actaarexinying rains spread over
34
pocket.
note of the rally
Finance Company here
Gene D Ray, and Elwood Newsom,
Patients Admitted
7
Koen was taken to Newark po- forward in freedom by the demo- wig, of Rhode Island, and Jun northern Alabama. northern Geor'The experts agree that less Mayfield: Howard J Stone. Prince- lice headquarter
Iteed.• of Texas Tech
gia and most of South Carolina.
Patients Dismissed
I
s and held for a KVatic procedses appropriate to
than 5 per cent of our group is ton.
Second five seldtions were
their own society '
New Citizens
hurt the moisture didn't get as
3
mental examination.
out of line.' he said.
Charley Tyra, of Louisville, How- far south as the areas in Georgia,
Expand Asia Operations..
t Patients admitted from
noon
'And yet much of the adult thinkHe said that an the last six ard Alexander. of Georgetowm; Alabama and Florida where
Wednesday to 4 00 p.m Friday.
huge
ing that appears in our news chanmonths of U S aid activity 'there Bob Walker. of Evansville. Dick forest fires raged through
I! Mee Joe 13 Harnison, Rt. 1,
tindernels would indicate that all youth
was a significant acceleration of Brott, of Denver, and Jo Smith dry woodlands.
' Hardin; Mrs Eugene Sowell and
Tomorrow night at 7:00 the
operations in Asia . . where Com- of South Caroline.
is rapidly going to the dogs
-• •
baby girl. Calvert City. Mr. Arlie
More Bodies Reesieete4
fifth grade of Miss Tarry and
'You and I resent that general
munism is stepping up its efforts
To the north, the weather reKey Beach. Rt. I. Kirksey: Miss
the fifth grade of Miss Doherty opinion. We want to assume our
expansion.'
of
Sharee Antonio Myers. Rt
lented on areas- sahib weathered
4, will play each other At 8.00 Mr.
responsibilities . . We want to
The 65-page report said 930
flood waters, tornadoes, and disMurray; Mr. %Vanden H. Palmer,
Taylor's sixth grade will meet stand up and be counted on the
million dollars in mutual aid funds
astrous dust storms last week.
1005 Pearl. Paris, Tenn ; Master
Mr, McCoy's sixth grade. Coaches right side: •
have been programmed for Middle
Stephen Mark Wilson, Rt 3, MurThe swollen Ohio River, sending
will be. tor Tarry. Joe Orr;
Another senior, 17-year-old Janet
Eastern, /Lean and Pacific. counThe U. S Department of Agri- its flood crest rolling down toray. Mrs. Luther Eichrison, Rt.
Doherty. Charles Walston; Taylor, Ford, asked:_plyine guidain4.
tries 'for other than military as- culture is culling a series of meet- wards the MisSisaippi,
.
4. Murray: Mrs James Hutchins
was dropTommy Ruateng; and McCoy. Max
sitance and direct forces support' ings pn the Burley Belt to give ping rapidly in Indiana,
In delivering the rally's invoca,nd baby boy. Rt
1, Murray; Farris. Adrrussion will
be. 10 and tion. Janet said 'We live in a
during the fiscal year ending next Burley growers first hand inforMuss Regina Lynn Stone, Rt. I,
It
hit
a 445 flood crest at Evans25 cents
world where we are burdened with
June 30
mation and facts with regard to ville Sunday and 80 families driven
Benton; Master Reginald McNutt,
The Little Tigers will play the a heavy load which is almobt too
This represents the largest seg- the
existing
.h
405 W Main St. Murray, Mrs.
production
and from their homes in the area were
Little Colts tonight at, 6:30 in much to bear.
ment of the $5,300.000.000 program marketing problems
not expected to get back until mid.
• arles Burkeee and baby boy.
the Murray High gym. The B
'Juvenile
delinquency
threat
is
a
fiscal
for
1955
aside
from
military
The
meeting in this area will week.
s
t 3, Murray; Master Lars Fergame will be played first, then to the foundations of society in our
Provision
aid.
military
of
equipbe at Hopkinsville in the Farm
1 4,ison, 504 Walnut St. Murray.
Upstresm, the
falling
waters
the A tame.
land. We realize that the bad repment and training and advances of Bureau fitilding st 10.00
a m. on yielded three bodies in Ohio They
utations earned by a few of us
funds and commodities to support Friday. March 18
brought to at least seven the total
will not be easy for the rest of
defen-se programs still' accounted
of "Ohio flood victims.
STATE HIGH SCHOOL
destroy:
for
to
the
bulk
us
of aid program
Irl
the Southwest, government
TOURNAMENT'
President Eisenhower, along with
The report said actual shipments
weathermen foresaw no reaumpcelebrities,
show-world
of military 'hardware' in the last
sports and
tiny) of the savage winds which
ay UNITED PRESS
gave a boost to the rally, which
six months of 19M amounted to
churned up dry topsoil into huge
Parings and Schedule
51.100,800000 of which NATO counwas sponsored by the Chicago
FRANKFURT
—Two drivers orange and chocolate; clouds last
Wednesday. March 18
Daily News. a Knight newspaper,
tries, Spain and Yugoslavia re- and one unidentified
man burned week.
7:30 p.m - Hazard vs Glasgow
ceived 700 million dollars worth. to death
and the city's key clubs
early today when an
The situatinn was still senores,
a:15 p. m.
Pikeville vs. CenEurope Get 7 BlIallon
Mr. Eisenhower sent a telegram
A. di P., Tea Co. truck collided however. an
tral City
Colorado congressThese shipments 'brought the head -sin
saying 'I am gratified that young
with a beer truck on US. men feared little could be done
Thursday. March 17
men and women are undertaking
total of U S. militaryaid actually 421
about three miles south of to rave the state's winter wheat
By UNITV.H PRESS
9 a.m. - St. Xavier vs Bracken responsibility
delivered since 1949 to $10,500.000.for leadership in the
Southwest Kentucky -. Partly 0o.
here.
crop.
European countries received
solution of perplexing problems
000
cloudy and warm this afternoon 10:45 a.m. - Olive Hill Vs Newport
The victims were Vincent Rice.
- -more than 7 billions of this amount.
facing youth in a great city today.
Louisville, driver of the grocery VETERAN REPRESENTATIVE
with scattered showers late in 2 p.m. • Clay Co. vs. Somerset
congratulate all of you ...'
Near Eastern and African counafternoon High 70 Considerable 3:46 p.m. - Henderson vs Shel- I
truck: Harry Murry, Wincheeter, HERE NEXT WEEK
tries got $1 000.000,800 and Asian
rloudinesd warmer and
driver of the beer truck, and a
rather byville
Notice
and Pacific countries nearly $2.j windy with ahowers and scattered 7:30 p.m. - Dawson Springs
passenger in the beer truck whose
B. D Niabet. a Contact Reprevs
Sitbool
Sunday
Euzelian
000.000.000
The
'thunderstorms tonight and Tuesday Adair Co.
identity could rtot be leaned im- sentative of the Kentucky Disabled
hot-eh
Baptist
'Ir.
the First
Clans
of
tonight
Lev.,
52 High Tuesday in 9.15 p.m. . Berea vs Mayfield
mediately.
Ex-Service Men's Board will be
will hold its regular monthly
I 70s.
State police said there were no present on Wednesday. Match 23
Notice
Friday. March 18
meeting at seven-thirty o'clock
Murray Chapter No 50 of the witnesses to the accident. Which at the American Legion Home in
2 p.m. and 3:45 p m - Upper tonite at the home of Mrs. C. 0.
TEMPERATUREW
Disabled American Veterarts will took - place about 3:20 ale. CST. Murray to assist veterans and
SIX-FOOT Peter Makarewice, 15, ta led fisk court by guards in
bracket quarter • fidals
Bondurant on Olive. Group VII
High Yesterday
Dedham. Mart_ where he lb on trial In the strangle-slaying of
69
7 30 p. en. and 915 p.m - Lower
meet sat the Legien Home at 7.45, The wreckage blocked traffic on their depenclmts with claims
will have charge of the arrange.1-ow Last Night
Geraldine Anne/a. 15. • neighbor. Hs la accused of killing her
Tuesday. March 15th All members the highway until 9 a m before
37
He will be present from 900
bracket quarter - finals
ments.
In • garage near his some last Nova.
ilstorsiattosol)
it could be cleIred away.
are urged to attend.
a.an. until 3.00 p.m.
•
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E'*' YORK :01
was
The. old base ed anneuraemeat
that he
1.eugei, The Calloway Times, and The .:
-meelaiateii. al the Mon
ball urge Is taking its grip on Ted through.
Januare
the
West
October
20.
lead.
alia
Kentecklan,
Fienes-Hei Alia
Williai again and it can be said
1Y42.
Finencially. Williams is one of
with Mir certainty today that he
will be back in the Boston Red the most successful iren in sports.
JAMES C WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
acalit.on to a host of other interSox fold by March 20 - and for In
ests, he and golfei Sent Snead
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 131le three more years iif play
flow-baling f
Monroe, Mendell*. Tenn., 25d Park Ave.. New • Yak; 307 N. Michigan
The king clouter o: this era an- are partners an a
in Miami and they
.olyston St. Boston.
ChiLego, 80 /El
noumaid attei a narrowing season t:1g teckle firm
are campleting a series of fishing
• last year that he iViis through.
Ate reserve the right to reject -any Advertasine Letters to the Editar.
Their.- were a host of reasons, phy pictures for television. Yet while
hes!
3t Puhic Voice items which ut our opinion are not tar the
Ted loves fishing. baseball-and
acel and mental.
aterest of our readers.
particularly tutting a baseball But, to quote a, line made fam:a; almost 20 years has been elIRIBSCRIPTION .1tATES. By Carrier n Murray. per week 15e. per nue by- former Commissioner A. B. mast a
way of life with hint. And
lateen 6.-ac In Calloway and adioin.ng counties, per year e3 50; else- Chandler, Williams truly "loves' not even
a successful man 'sneers
4
baseball."
/ben. 5:350
at a 5100.000 a year baseball salAlmost everybody in the genie,
Entered at the PORL Office, Murray. Kentucky. for transmission as lexespt rival pitchers, is hoping ary.
Second Class Matter
i tly.it he chemges his decision Right
So now that the desire has reit is whispered in certain turned, you can expect him beck.
MONDAY. MARCH 14. 1955
cerarters, he is convinced that he and for those three big years. ."
should give It another try.
A STRONG

FORCE

Three Reasons •
Last Saturday the Ledger anti Times published a list !. Three things apparently have
of the accomplishments of the Murray Woman's Club tended to change his mind: His
renewed enthusiasm to comoete in
over the past year.
game he really enjoys; the fact
Janet Blair and Eddie Albert
If is an imposing list both from a financial stainipoint that he is feeling bettei physically
than he has I several years. and have_been signed by the bldsmobile
and from a civic standpoint.
Dealers of America to star in their
hts failure. to sum the batting
We wilt to congratulate the Murray Woman's Clot)
pion.s-ntp last year merely betause new productian of - A Connecticut
Yankee' which will be presented
for holding such a prominent place in the community he lacked a few times at bat.
is no secret that Williams was on NBC-TV Saturday Night. March
life of Murray and we wish also to say that this club is '
dissatisfied with the results of the 12 from 9 ti, 1.0:30 EST.
a strong force in the community. •
1954 se-ason Which he had tabbed
The famous Brosilway musical
It is a highly organized club with efficient - officer as his hst Has .345 batting avercomedy, written by Richard Rodand has always responded when called on
aid in age should have given her his gers. Larry Hart and Joseph Fmk&
. sixth American League batting is based on the Mark
Twain lord,
any worthwhile civic endeavor.
cross n but it went to Bobby Avda 'A Connecticut
Yankee in King
Our congratulations go to Mrs. L. E. Owens, the re- with a .341 mark because T'ed
Arthurd Court.' which once served
tiring president of the organizistion, and our best wishes locked a niter 14 times at bat to a.r °turn }Entire vehicle for
the necessary 400 AB's.
the late Will Rogers It was a
h •
id
M
H T W ld
All of taus was due to a bad- revert Broadway revival of the
bre..e. and you can use the word . musical
which catapulted Veraany way yeti Want it He played Ellen to Hollywood stardom
iserty six games in 1952 before be'A Coonectictit Yankee' tells the

Stars Signed To
Production

EVANGE115ernp
porters in
plans for a
will take It
land and A
12 Is sailini
message wi
Lond
C little mo
practical ae

Infori
Nei&
II.

MONDAY. MARCH 14. 1955

TIMES, MURRAY, KEN'UCKY
.......WWWWW01100•11018.11••

WOMAN'S CLUB

WaXes

AND

Five Years Ago Today

recelled as Marine filer for
Korean combat service Ted mulch
ed hone 488111 late in 1953 ,•and
1.ellger _and_ Times ..Fiie
,Plielked the' lest 37 games of the
March 14. 1950
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Hogs 8 000
Moderately active.
The Vitave- Club of 04 Music Department of Murray
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uneven Barrows arid Alta strong
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12th at the home of their leader. Mrs. A. R. Austia.
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,
and alt,r-i,set
Routine business was transactel after which the troop
',. Cattle 1.800. Calves 500, Limited
Or+Cf• inf-r- a
enjoyed a birthday party celebrating the 3tSth birthday :supply of steere making up hardotteens:
ly five loads These mostly high
of Girl Scouting 'in America.
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for tr., now March 22fid at 7 o'clock in the evening, at tile school heifers -nd mixed yearlings about
steady: commercial and good-- 17
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on
sale and may be purt hosed front .
Tic kit- ary
-- at receipts, ,.pening abut •teady
Mrs. Gnri:‘,1: cr,:tich. Mrs. Gene Rogers , or from the but slow Utility and commercial
cows 11 te./ 1380.. canner and cutschool.
ter cows 9' to 1100. bulls steady.
• L' sty_ iir,dd commercial bull.. 13 to
950 to 12 50.
14.40, cuter
vealers and calve. steady and acMARCH 22nd
tive Go, -d and cm ec• veal -re 18
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- 7 00 commerto 25 007ii-as prune 2
cial- ral itio•d sealers 14 00 to 18
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few
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AUDITORIUM
FABULOUS NEW SPECTACLE!

Cherry Corner
News,

as cabin on March 8.
We said the girl Scout promise.
got our Girl Scout :.7ookies. We
played two andcor games and
one outdoor game. We had our
rriendghip .-tvircie an
then went
home.
,,
LEADER - Mr,. Orbo Sprunger
Scribe - Parnelia Jones
Tre.op 12 met Friday night at
the Gni Scout Cabin for their
regular monthly sleepout. Each
irl prepared her own evening
meal and breakfast. The troop
LEADER - Mrs Bill Wallace
is working for sewing badge.
Assist. Leader - Mrs. Alton Rodgers
Each one just completed
a pair
Scribe - ,,Tina Sprunger
uf pillow ca-ses.
The girls are no',* selling cookies
Troop 15 Met ar Th---e-atergeatit
Cabin on March 1.
to buy dome things fur the Seoul
We called the meeting to order Grin and to buy supptico to work
NV III)
then took up our dues.
We
had a visitor who wants
to beceme a stout Leader. Her TROOP 24
name is Mrs. Dye. We discussed Scribe - Faye Cole
Broanie Scout Troop 24, met
our Check-Po
A Check-Po is
a bag that has supplies for school. on' Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
They are for Korean children. March 9, in the home of our
We had a friendship circle and leader Mrs. Norville Cole. Roll
was called and all were present.
went home.
We had our investure and received our Brovolie pins.
We
LEADER: Mrs. Bill Wallace
had an outdoor play time,
Assist Leader - - Mrs Alton Rogers
Refreshments by two of
ion
Scribe - Tina Spruhger
mothers Mrs. D. Dentin and el:
Troop 15 met at the scout Berry were furnished.

I

What's Doing

The stork finally arrived and
left Mr and Mrs. E. D. Winchester
a baby girl, born at the Murray
Hospital Sunday Night. Feb.. '27.
She has been named Joyce Ann
and weighed 7 lbs floz.

With The

SCOUTS

The little Miss arrived on her
grand-mother Parker's birthday.
Also, was the birthday of Mrs.
Ladle Outland and Mr. Roy dameer
e
The writer kept the children.
of Mrs. Winchester. Bill and Betty.
while she was in the hospital.
Bill had to miss school during
the week because of a cage of the
mumps.
There e as an interesting Book
Review at Cherry Corner Church
last Thursday presented by Miss.
Ruth Houston, and there was a
film shown Members of the W.M.S.
reported a good time. Mrs. Ethel
Ward aasisted Miss Houston. Mrs
Jim MeCrury was a visitor
The W M S met at the church
for an all day program on Friday
to observe the week of prayer
for home missions Mrs Rey Lassiter was leader and Mrs. Don
Outland Ails devotional leader.

PEAR AlirCeugh
When a cough Marla begin using
Creomulsion quiet. foadoothing, relaxing, phlegm loosening help. You'll
like as results better than other medicine or di-moist refunds your money.
No narcotics. Pleasant to take.

CREOMUCSION
Palie•00 aewes, tacit

Colds, Acute Bronchitis

Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
Art;stically Arranged

/111.1.1fR SHIIL
15th

at Poplar -- Call

"
The Best

Mrs. Everett W. Outlet
Girl Scout loam 10 met Ir•
15 at the Murray Woman's cle
Hoetse and a report of what e
are doing was given Some
the things are shellcraft, weave. ,
-wrought iron baskets and is
are planning to do metal trays.

Warning Is
Given On
Stock Disease

Mrs
Hassel Shelton will be
beader of the Royal Service program next week at the church
which will be Tuesday afternoon
at I o'clocf.

Refreshments were served and
exe went home. Everyone had
a wonderful time.,
Fri. March 4, we met at the
home of our leader Mrs. E. W.
Outland and worked on our baskets.
Dues were collected and we went
home.
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Finis Outland is sick of pneumFrankfort, Ky., Agriculture Cornonia at his "tome on RFD 6. Dr. eni•einner Ben 5,
Adams ha* issued
Butterworth has been to see him a warning to all stockmen
in
twice.
Kentucky to be alert for the
symptons of scabies in their sheep
Mr. Carl Farris has been .111
story of a man who goes back in
and cattle. Adams reports that
time to the adventurous %jays of and he had as his editors. Mr.
outtbreaks of shee_p_ scabies., a
liniaehthisna
no. and 111{3_ _Canki5 MAW-%
highly infectious and costly disease,
Arthur. Oldsmobile hes signed „There have been quiltings in
are reported in all seven of the
Boris Karloff. and supporting play- the. bellowing hornee *scantly Mrs.
Stated
bidder Kentucky-.
rota wilt tnelude John Conti and
in Gealand. Mrs Jim McCreea,
Gale Sherwood. Bandit Linn and Mrs
Jim McCurstun and Mrs.
Dr. L. L. Breeck, State VeterRod Alexander will be the featured Charlie Henry_
inarian, stated' today that the
• d
dancers.
Mr
and Mrs Tom .7rowe1l. last known case of sheep scabies
The Oldsmobile show will be whose house burned a few Vitel.A5 In Kentucky was in 1952 He recalls
broadcast in both black and white ago near the Aubry Earns grocery that the State suffered a serious
And curnisauale color. .and ii an- on Coneidcl_elideway_ are building .cuthnzak .of the disease about 14
other in the monthly series id again at the 'tame place,. in fact yoars ago which required several
spectacular Broadway musical hits look like, they will soon..set to years to eradicate and cost the
Mix move in.
praduced far Oldsmobile
Illiallems of elblialniatlaablib
are caused by a parasite, earned
ADDADINE
Liebman
scab mite This trite pricks the
skin and sucks the animals blood.
The puncture becomes inflamed.
Conning a small red spot with
a slight exudation of serum This
serum forms the scab from which
the disease takes its name The
first symptom of the disease is
itching by the animal, causing
the . wool to become roughened
and' broken. The animal becomes
restless and spends niuch time
aloe_
oiting and rubbing the effected
!pots, finally losing fhe wool off
large area and leaving scabby
-sores Sheep weakened from stabiles
readily fall victims to other disease and - many such sheep die.
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JEWELRY

113 S. 4th Si Phone 192J

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

WHO OWNS THE WATER?

0.)

Dr. Breeck

Wedding Ring $62.50
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Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With Osrren
31 t N. 4th St.,
-THE

Murray, Ky.-Phone

FRIENDLT FUNERAL

98

HOME-

Murray
Ready
Mix Co.
*Tour I veva 1. Ornittetr Need

Phone la..to

Slat.rsy.

warns that because

of the similarity of scabies to
lANDOwNFA OWN
DOWN TO CENTER OF
other disease, diagonals of this
EARTH TNCtuDFNG SUB' disease is best made by a capable,
TERRANERN WATERS AND
wildfire,
Eczema.
i .i veterinarian
MAY NE PULL WATERS
1
. summer sores, rain rot, shears
FROM UNDERNEATH
and inflammation of the sebascrous
NEIGHBOR S LAND,
DOES

DOES WATER BELONG TO MAN ON WHOSE
DOES WATER BELONG
LAND 17 !AILS,
TO STATE IN WHICH Ti ORIGINATES,
CAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ASSERT ANY
CONTROL Of INLAND WATERS IN °PROST..
TION TO R.GHTS Of OWNERS OR STATES?

ans

,

MAY 01INERS PULL UP
WATER AND CARRY IT
AWAY TO DISTANT
MOVE IT
Eitt0S1
IROM ONE WATERSHED
TOAINCITHER,

DOES MAN ALONG STREAM HAVE VESTED
DOES 14E10111101
RIGHTS MI STRfAM1 .
BIFTIND 140M HAVE SUCH RIGHTS'

IteUSTRATED ABOVE are • few of the questions about water ID..
tenor Undersecretary Clarence A Davis posed these and stnular
q eestions recently, nintine that the asoking of them forma one of
the most complicated legal anal asernan problenis of all time.

glands' are often mistaken for
scabies.
- Commissioner Adams stated that
tvhile no quarantine is now being
contemplated for Kentucky, the
situation is being watched closely
no that proper action may be
taken without delay He urge: that
any farmer who plans te buy
sheep outside - If Kentucky should
notify the Divisiok, a. Livestock
Sanitation St Feapktort so that
agency may check at the point
of origin to determine if the
flock is located in an infected
mesa Adams pointed out- that such
steps had been effective ' during
the past five years in the preven- tem . of anthrax, cattle katiaes,
and swine visicular exenthema
among Kentucky's livestock pop•
ulation.
At the present. 19 states. inch
ling all of Kentlacky's Inviter 'St,'
import .mtbreaks of sheep scatand 9 states irdeluding Ohio arti4
1111 non report eases of cattle'
scabies.
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TOO

ANY PAY

S?

Consolidate! Get the advantages of only ONE
ploc• to pay
. only ONE payment each month
as much as 50% less than present paym•rifshas• more money from each pay chock. You con
alse get additional cosh if necessary. Come in or
phone today for full information.

Loans 810 to 8300

FRIENDLY FINANCE,Inc.
MURRAY
204 Smitli 4M Street
Paso* lit

I

THE OLD TICONDEROGA ON HER LAST 'VOYAGE'
MAIL 011tIMIRS
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e
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Kirksey Garage and Service Station
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GENERAL AUTO and TRACTOR REPAIR
SERVICING
LUBRICATION

11.5

••!

14a.

:_i

Name
PP.-... Ns

Add

,
eate.

(Ito
n,•/
Co,

MInte. 4.414.41.1.

P.••• 17 MAU

PRICES: Boxes $3.50, Arena and Circle $3.00, Is+ 1.1.
cony, $2.50: 2nd Balcony, $2.00; 3rd Balcony, $1.50, tax
inc. Sat. BARGAIN MATINEE, 2:30 P.M Bops,. Arena,
Circle $2.50; 1st Bal., 82.00, 2nd and 3rd Belcany,
far inc.
41.1.4%, Nat
,
AIIIT
1•04,• lim*.• It

Open Evenings Until 8:00 O'clock

...... 'IP' ....

,

-
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.

THE FAMOUS old three-deck sidewheeler Ticonderoga Is shown being pulled overland on • track, en
reute to Shelbourne Museum, Shelhourne, Vt., from Lak• Champlain. The sidewheeler here has completed about 4,01)0 feet of .the -so:•I sge," with about 30 days left to go. Shelbourne museum Is a • ' •
''nternattcnoisoundoh
tection of eatly an.erir.atos
.

•

Your Business Will Be Appreciated-Come In
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N'OTIVIE OF SALE

041113120WATIARCUIT COURT
Mavis Morris, Platntter

met at the
Mire. E. W.
i our baskets.
ind we went

Cough

LEDGER AND TIME, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•

pRoPlAw

Killed Daughter

VS
0. 0. Dublin, Defendant
Pursuant to a judgement dated
March 10. 1955, . in the above
captioned ease. I shall proceed to
sell at Public Auction at the court
house door on 1110fICSIV Marsh 28,
14E6, at I:00 eciook, pm. or Inert
about, the followings items:
I. Little Office Building situated
on the Dublin Used Car Lot on
East Main Street.
2. Neon Sign. light wires, light
bulbs and other items on
Used Cur Lot on East Main Sheet.
Said above enumerated items
to be sold to the highest and beet
bidder for cash.
Given under my hand. this 14
day of March. 1955.
Brigham Futrell. Sheriff
Callowsy County, Ky.
Attorney, Waylon Rayburn

WANT

FOR

SALE: GOOD COMIleeel. e
or Bill Boyd at'Peoples Sank.
lot located down town. Size, I
NOTICE:. BLUE
BIRD
CAE&
3-16-C open
Br feet wide approximately nu
under
new
management.
'OR SALE: EXTRA NICE P05- feet deep
Sandwiches, short orders coffee 5
Will sell at a real
TAN & WHTTE PIP, FEMALE
bedroom suite, walnut finish. burgle Less than $2500. Tucker
HELP
WANTED:: cents Maxwell House. Fred Wilkerpart
sheppard
, part hound. Weighs Ladies if ambitiou
bargain. Exchange Furniture Co. Reel Estate, 502 Maple, rah. 483 1Tc
s and willing to son Jr.
MIIC
about 45 lbs. Last seen in the work, earn
all 877.
good income with
5118C
vicinity of the
College.
Avun.
Call
We
went someone living
-FOR SALE: GOOD SELieCTION
1218-W.
TFc in or near Hazel, preferably with WELLS WRATHER PORTRAIT and
OR SALE: TWO BUSHEL FINE of Cougrelian. Several to ehuues
car
and without small ohilgren, Commercial
phgtograptiy. Pficto
west potato seed. Bunch Porto from. Exchange
Furniture
to represent us in Hazel. Opening finishing, one day servece. ScOuth
hean. C B. Ford, T23- SYcumore. Call 8'77.
M11' LOST: BLONDE COCKER SPANside
square,
Murray. Phone 1439
IEL dog, 6 months old. Name in Hardin, Ky., also. Write P. 0.
'hone 1591.
M15C
or 1073.
"Sniffles" wears red collar and Box 465, Owensboro.
M19C
let.14C
FOR SALE: BEAIJTIFUL MODrabies tag number 156. Last seen
OR SALE: NICE USED REFRI; ern 5 room
house,
insulated Saturday
afternoon at home 512
rotor Three to choose from Ex- threughout Ele. tree heat. Located
DON'T FORGET, GAB, OIL, ACSo. Ilth. Finder please Call 890-J
or, hard Surfave street near Colhange Furniture Co. Cali 877
cessories. hlecleenic on duty Ash• .
lege
Small
down
payment, reland Service Station, hazel.
MlOC
WANTED: 3 ROOM
KYUNFURmaInder on easy terms, G. I. Loan
NISHED apartment. Private bath John Compton, IL
MIIP
OR SALE: PLAY PEN, CAR
transferable. Tucker Real Estate,
0:. ied. flourescent d4sk lamp. Girls
and entrance Call Tommy Ger
CARD OF THANKS
KR Maple, phone 483
ITC FOR
'resses size 6.'Call 333W.
RENT: HOUSE TRAILER, neon at Ledger & Times between
Ml5P
The famly of Charlie Malcolm
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
furnished. Lights & water turtle- 8 a.m. & 4 p.m.
11116NC large sel
JR
SALE:
ction styles, sizes. Call wishes to express their sincere
KAY
SPANISH FOR SALE: YOU CAN
PUR-'shed. See at 1101 Poplar. Kelly
liter and raw'. $5000 Original
85. See at Calloway Monument appreciation for every kindness
CHASE beautiful lots for a small Weeds.
M16P JOB WANTED: WILL CARE FOR works.
,st $100. D
Vaster Orr, owner. West shown them during the illness and
S
Warren, 1105 down payment. remainde
r on easy
child in my borne. Regular oar
of their beloved husband
ague Ave. ph. 1446-W.
odd. Main St. Naar Collage.
RENT: FURNISHED APT.
M30C
MlOP tennis. It's a good time to buy
hours. Day or Night. Call
your Three
and father.
Mrs.
rooms
on
first
floor.
Phone Jas Lamb,
DR SAL- E: 200 ACRE FARM lot before' they merease in value.
Especially do they
want to
118-56.
3-15M FIRST
5304.
M HIC
COLOR
TELEVISION thank the kind neighbor
need for cattle, permanent sick Tucker Real Estate, sin Maple,
s for the
pioduction in Calloway County,
ater. all open land loned, phos- phone 483.
ITC FOR RENT: FURNISHED
food they prepared. and for every
2 ROOM
Friday and Saturday, March 17
tated and seeded. Will sell for
Ronal wreath and every act of
apt. Utilities
furnished.
$25.00
and 18, Murray
High
School
500 or trade for house and lot
kindness shown in any way by
Also sleeping rooms. Call 131-J.
Auditori
um.
FOR
Make
SALE:
your
USED
plans
.DORNIEVE.R 708 °the.
to any one.
1 Murray. Tucker Real Estate.
NOTICE:
MI4P
attend.
electric mixer with juicer, good
M14C
I Davie, phone 483,e
416. for hauling as I have a
TheY will always remember the
,
ITC
Dodge
condition, $10.00
FOR RENT: 3 ROOM FURNISHED pickup, also
faithfulness of, the doctors and
carpenter repair work,
.I SALE: HANDMADE CYBird Cage with stand
Almost apt. With bath, private entrance. call Jim Strader oi
nurses, especially Dr. Houston and
Bob Moore,
, . 46 berets. Call
953R4
Hill new - 68.56. Coll 55 days 1103 Adults. A. G. Outland. 309 Noeth tel. 1258-J.
SERVICES OFFERED I Dr. Hobson.
. irdner "
Ml6P nights.
TN' 4th. Phone 181.
-May God's richest blessings be
1.111P
bestowed on every one who helped
FOR
YOUR
McCULL
WARM
FOR RENT: 5 ROOM
OUGH
MR
FURCHAIN SAWS:
APT.:
Private entrance. Mrs. Bob Mc- Model 33e model. 47, model 4-30, nacesc anylund of Sheet metal in any way to make this sad
Oddasion bearaible
model
99.
Cuistqn, 503 Olive, or cell 33. Ml4c
Most outstanding chain work and gutters. Call Hat-hers
Mrs. Lonme Malcolm and Childyaw on the market. See Ocfnner Tin Shop. Ph. 1756.
M.15C
FOR RENT: FURNISHED, 5 ROOM Implement
ren.
Cornprany. East Main
tiOuse, full size basemeht,
Street.'
M15C
Wilma
'1=1.11M111;111
orroppoof Sareeee -heat. Phis.
53*.
Mlf.P 0' YOU
•
WANT 11.) RENT A
washazig machine, cull Mrs. Richardelon, phone 74.
A7C

FOR SALE1cial

Lost & Found

Losr.

I

the

Wanted

THOMAS KIIONEY, 47, Charlestown, Mass, is shown at court
In
Boston, where he ea.
charged with the strangle-death
of his daughter Margaret.

19.

FOR RENT

- Call 479
or Less"

A Ls CARTE
SIOUX FALLS- S D - 411 Alden Johnson, a milkman, fount_
this note tucked into an eff113:
milk bottle on his route hert
"Please pour about a cupful 01
milk out of one of the quarts into
the dish in the entry for the kitten! Thanks a lot."

95 Drive-In

Now offer you special
low prices in order to
get installation in early
before the rush.

THEATRE
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"HOW TO MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE"

death

roe.

The Leading
Air Conditioners

Call 1680
or see

- Cinemascope in Technicolor
starring Betty Grable,

Alfred Duncan

Marilyn

Monroe, and
Lauren Bacall

CALL BOB MOORE

219 So, 13th St.

MAP

100.00
$62.50

F

Will build home according to

STORE

your

Phone 193-1

only ONE
orb month
eryni•nti-You con
Coins in or

1•111•••••••••.......
1

plans. FHA or G.I.

cations for

Loon

ALS

Ption-•
MEC
NOTIC
E
O SERVICE
Female Help Wanted Station uaderTEXAC
new managernenl

as little as $450 down.

FEMALE HELP WANTED: WO
MEN sew easy brunch coat. spare
tang, matetiel cut. Instructions
furnished Proftrable. Write Accdeate Style Mfg.. Inc. 22 Pine
St.. Freep..n. New Yoek.
ITP

'(.4
l'Cl

I...rt.., LI,

a

Viceroy filter.

trig_ht to yozzrrazzai

WASH DRY and FOLD
Bundle of 151bs. . . . 99c

•

CASH and CARRY

'TRACTOR FUELS • LUBRICANTS • GREASES
GASOLINES • MOTOR OILS • KEROSENES

Valuable Premiums on All Cash and Corry Work
SWEATERS PACKAGED IN CELLOPHANE

M1W

- ?floor or Write today for prcotpt-drliyory off

SINCLAIR

Shirts, Pants and Dresses ironed for
small extra charge g

any

ITell_fipr 441111RDERItt
L...,t:

than a cigarette,

YES, whiter
as white as a Viceroy
filter. Lay Viceroy filter on sheet or shirt cuff,
snow
white test. Your laundry should be as white as a

Watson and Wekereon ovalerq
I Your business apprertated, ith
Chestnut.
Ml9P

ENVELOPES, ENVELOPES, EN
velopes, up. to 10 x 15. armee
clasp envelopes a
size. tr
you nee I clasp envelopes cell
HELP WANTED: SEVERAL Girls at the Ledger and
Tunes office
to address, mail postcards, spare supply department Perfect for
tune every week. Write Box 161. mailing.
Belmont, Mass.
DON'T FAIL TO REGISTER Me
the FREE PONY to be hp
Apol 30. No
regieter. Johnson Groccey, a.
12 St. ph.fne 1975
- --NANCY

TUCMR REALTY CO.
MURRAY, KY

BOONE'S LAUNDRI

serolia--srwrNo

MACILIN
HELP *ANTED: CURB
BOY representabve in
Murray. F.
over 16 years old. Cull 725-W. Bales. Sell:/Cs. Repute
contact
Triangle Inn.
MHIC
Irvin

specifi-

Service

The Whitest Thing In TDWar.

iale Help Wantedt

lies

Pest,Fri

Carlos Jones

BOONE
Family Laundry

Sanitone Cleaning

MARKETER

Phone 856

Murray, Ky.

By Ernie Biaalasaillai
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There was a ,atio-.1.: room on the would steer clear
Andrus had ..c sect a prison I. r,,,
of Regina Pelham
orikin t lace it. He and any place she might
... Inc of ,ne., !,..., first fioer. lii
happen to
M.e.• P,It 301. a .i ii. ,
called room service', said, "A couple be, Andrus thought.
• '. Is,:Ina I ..loiro. .1.., I id t....•
of
chicken
sandwic
hes--"
'He
o I . wed -.ernytuhrrio
said
abruptly, "Do you know
,
•• d•Jr,nt
hn, I ,,or d.nrwr tod ,., a,..k.,4 out paused, gripping the instrument anything about the silver
flask Re• .mad, and
had ay:Arndt turd. Give in now and he was
gina
gave
me the day before we,
rn.rnins" to
1 M. fold dead In
fris.Lwa .• of II, re 'lin ril 11010. In through. He added, "and a bottle were to
have been marr (I
Did
o irl, of N,w Yorf.
Or roipt•I:f.t lv
of ale, as soon ag you can make it turn up anywher
e later on?"
r I'm' 1•..4
h.. I •,!1 II tho 1y. loit
111.1 no rmeollec•iria of leaving
Lofting stared at him frowning.
He filled 15 minutes walking "A silver-"
, n Lis ear that ......ii:
HIS face cleared. 'I
j
around and thinking about that remember
it, a nice thing - Susan
I
°CHAPTER TWO
When the bell rang he and I helped Regina
pick it ouL
:'itE TiIING Andrus wa.s looking thought it was the waiter with the
Wasn't it with your stud!? Yeu
was the sliver flask Regina Pee 1 food, lie opened the door and
want to send it back to her, I supIII had given rum the day before stared into Barry
Lofting's face. pose? I wouldn't, Andrus."
,.y were to have been married. Lofting was to have been his best
Andrus said, "I have no intenhad been sure of finding IL It man at the wedding that had not
tion of trying to see Regina. You
isn't in the topcoat or the stilt taken place. Regina bad arranged
can tell Susan Dwight thr.L"
had eorn up the river to jail. It. He
an agreeable fellow
Lofting was openly relieved. He
, wasn't in hi.; room in the Wolf with a long fare!, long chin, long
•I inn e-i.en be left it to start On rinse and expressive brown eyes -- did not like the errand he had been
sent
on, and was glad to have done
it journey. His volatile, vivacious inclined to ride bobby horses, but
with it lie got up. He had to run
•nt, Jude Carmody, hail arrived with it sense of hafrinr.
. . . Andrus agreed to lunch some
he batched packing. Jule had
Andrus led the way into the liv- day soon,
closed the door behind
korl charge of the bag, no longer ing room.
"How did you find out I Lofting. There were
a lot of things
latile and gay. brit whlte fec.•d was back?"
he didn't know about these people.
sad. "I tried to get here before.
Lofting
leowa and lit a ciga- They were all compara
tive stranle but your uncle is very ill. I'm ret with deliberation. "Well, Susan
gers. Maybe Susan Dwight hadn't
ri y."
you get out of a cab and come seen
Lofting.
Maybe Lotting had
tile earl been almost a year In jail in here. She lives down the street.
eom e on his owo . . Awdrua.
en the first doubt entered his . .. You look fine."
snatched
up
his
topcoat. Cast in the
lid. T het bier k he had pulled was
Susan was Susan Dwight, Ret quite complete. It had very gina's stepsister. Andrus smiled. "I hall he all but ran down the waiter
.elually thinned in a couple of feel fine. It wasn't too had, on the with a tray. He said, "Put ts, in my
de One spot was concerned with whole, not unlike the Army be- room," tossed a dollar bill at the
and made for the freight elesilver flask. He hail hareitegi the tween pushes. They gave me good
:e aitcr he left the inn on tho. jobs. I was cook part of the time. vator around the corner that the
waiter
had cosmic up in. The dnor
.it young Roger had been killed. I was sum ry they took me out of
was open. Andrus got in ami
,•e were pictures attach...1 to the kitchen. I like cooking."
preened the ground floor-button.
flask, the picture of a tossing
Lofting said earnestly: "Look,
There was no sign of Lofting on
,on. He -had beery, gqing to Andrus, if there's anything I can
ve the flask somewhere. There do . . . ? I don't know what yeur the street. Light streamed from the
windows of a restaurant in the
a sciuncla. too, the sound of a plans are, but 11 there's
way I next building. Andrus
Looked In.
la pievien, complaining. "Come can help-"
Lofting
was in there at the
low, yoe den't want to do •
Andrus said, "Susan Dwight sent His
back
was
toward
the
g like that."
you here, didn't She ?"
Susan Dwight sat on a high stool
"Thad ii right. But I would have
., thing like what? He had built
beside him. Andnis could see her
• tie flask's telling him when he conic anyhow."
vivid fare in profile. It V/11/5 taut
.i-I at it, handled it again. They
"What does your wife *ant to with emotion. A fur rape
was
that he had got out of bed, know?"
thrown back from her shoulders.
,•n over to the Pelham house,
Lofting looked startled.G'""My She had no hat on. Her
brown
,d Roger, driven back to the wife? Susan and I aren't married. hair was
smooth and shiny. Very
and had then fallen into II What made you think so?"
pretty.
-.ken stupor behind the wheel
Regina had wanted them to
She's looking at me in her mind.
I morning. There was more to marry. She was fond of Lofting Andrus
thought, the man she
- hen that. lie had done other and thought her young stepsiste killed
r
her nephew and ruined hu r
ea. Fli- had hoped that the sight would he happy with hum. Evidentstepsister's life. He turned away
hie flask would widen the gap, ly it had
not come off.
from the window and walked off.
eig beck those other things . . .
He repeated the question. "Why
When he got upstairs and int.,
I i that it wasn't in the bag. It did Susan Dwight send you
here? his apartment he found kis aunt
eenly hadn't been left In that What does she want to
know?"
there with a strange man. Jude
bedroom and Jude had brought
Lofting's nose grew longer. He was standing at a
table eating one
bag here the next day and put said, "Susan's worried.
About Re- of his chicken sandwiches absently.
, his locker downsteirs. No one gina. Regina's just beginnin
g to She crossed the room and kissed
..I gut it there . . . Who would pull out of it. If she were
to see him. "Jim, darling, I'm so glad to
.t. to? Besides, if it were a you-"
you:" The man she brought
.
a ,ti:,,, of pilfering, why take the "New york's a big. place, Lof- see
with her was around 40, thin and
.•
1, and leave the rings, which ting, end Regina doesn't
come into dark Lied elegant. Jude intreshieed
i ,.• fetich more valuable?
town very . often."
him. "This is Dr. Fernandez', New
Andrus got heavily off the bed
"No. Rut your aunt lives up York's chief medical
examiner,
,I went into the bathroom and there on the Hudson,
doesn't she?" Jim. He's conic to dissect your
, a shower end changed into
"Yee, in Hastings." They wanted brag'," ' .
leer clolhee.
s,
nanuriutce from him that tit:
(To 13c coriVreul.'.
' ^1
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•By Al Capp
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GRAND IN LAST MIGHT'S
JOB.' AND YOU ALMOST
LOUSED THINGS UP BY
LETTING SCRAPPLE

uhrtni
TOME,
AUNTIE -

By Raeburn Van Buren
HE S A NICE '(ID -AND Veers,
DUMB ABOUT OUR OPCRes.10N
SO YOU STOP GRIPING ABOUT
HIM. BECAUSE IF YOU
DON'T
4
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Nt2W YORK IP ---- The oid base ed domain ement
that he
ut the Marro) Leitger, The Calloway Times. and The
rianes-Heiald. October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian. Januars 1 ball urge Is taking its grip on Ted through.
Withars again and it can be said
1942
Financially, Williams is one of
with tan- certainty. today that he
will be back In the Boston Red the most successtul ii-en in sports.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
additani to a host of other interSox fold by Mansh 20 — and for In
ests, he and golfei Sam Snead
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WEIWER CO. 136S :love mosso „years of play
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 254 Park Ave, New York: 307 N Nlicrugail
Tie king clouter u this era an- are partners in a flourishing fishfirm in Miami and they
ave. Chicago, 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
a
nounced attei a narrowing season ing tackle
are completing a series of fishing
. through.
Me reserve the right to reject any Advertising!Letters to the Edoor,
pictures for television. Yet while
t reyess
'
T
l'als
Ie
Le
a rre tha
aote
thost
reia.sons, phy
St Putslic Voice items which in our apiruon are not for the bei!
Ted loves fishing, baseball—and
s sal and mental.
riterest of our readers.
particularly hitting a baseball —
:Isnw
e lma
70-1" alrilost 10 -years hiss'heed alsUBSCRIPT1ON RATES. By Carr.er in Murray, per week I5c. per , ous by former Commissioner A. H.
most a way of life with hint And
insulin 65c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year $3.50; elss- Chandler, Williams ' truly "loves'
not even ir auccesafial man sneers
baseball"
Alert $o50
at a 5100.000 a 'year baseball salI ...Almost everybody in the game, ary.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky. for transenlMinn as
eamp': tissal pitchers. ...is hoping
Second Class Matter
that he changes h:s decision. Right
So now that the desire has re'now, it is whispered in certain turned. you can expect him back,
MONDAY. MARCH 14. 1955
quarters. he is convineed that he and for those three big years.
Mould give :: another try.

Cherry -Corner
, News
o The -lurk finally arrived and
left Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester
a baby girl, born at the Murray
Hospital Sunday Night. Feb., 27
She has been named Joyce Ann
and weighed'7 lbs doz.
The little Miss arrived on her
grand-mother Parker's birthday.
Also: was the birthday of Mrs.
Learae Outland and Mr.- Rise -Lessner
The writer kept the children,
of Mrs. Winchester, Bill and Betty,
while she was in the hospital.
Bill had to miss school during
the week because of a case of the
mumps.

h a t,9 s
Doing

cabin sus March 8.
We said the girl stikt....arive.
got our Girl Scout 2ookies. We
two indoor games and
one outdoor game. We had our
friendship . circle and then went
home.

•

W

A

STRONG

FORCE

Stars Signed To
Production

LEADER - Mrs. Orbo Sprunger
Scribe - Pamelia Jones
.
Ti-cop 12 met Friday night at
; the Girl Scout Cabin for their
regular monthly sleepout. Each
'rirl prepared her own evening 1
'meal and breakfast The troo
LEADER - Mrs Bill Wallace
is working for sewing badge.
Assist. Leader - Mrs. Alton Rodgers
Each one just completed a pair
Scribe - Tina Sprunger
uL pillow cases.
.
The girls are no
Troop 15 met at the Girl Scout
•selling cookies
to buy some things tilt" the Scout
Cabin on March 1
We called the meeting to ouder Cabin and to bud. supplies to work
then took up our dues.
with,
•
We nad a visitor who wants
to become a 'scout Leader. Her TROOP 24
name is Mrs Dye. We discussed Scribe - Faye - Cole
Browny Scout Troop 24, met
our Check-Po.' A Check-Po is
a bag that has supplies for school. on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
They are fur Korean children. March 9, in the home of our
We had a friendship circle and leader Mrs. Norville Cole. Roll
a as called and all were present.
went home.
We had our Investure and received our Brownie pins.
We
LEADER: Mrs Bill Wallace
had an outdoor Play times
Assist Leader - Mrs Alton Rogers
Refreshments by two of our
Scribe - Tina Sprunger
mothers Mrs. D. Dentan and Mrs.
Troop 15 met at the scout
Berry were furnished.

SCOUTS

amino- Is
Given On
Stock Disease-
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CREOMUESION

Telicres 1.umi$111. C0C11 Colds. Mole Bronchitts

Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
Art;stically Arranged

"The Best For Less"

1\k.opsake

"JIM 0" IT SWIMS

HOWELL $100.00
Wedding Ring $42..50

AM 1143--the most sonsalmoal Assertion m fl
of 151
5015,5 00orao 1111 swan
Fao MO1 1.01 bat 11 buy. Ells-a the lem somatom
Mike Mt amen.
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yel looks and sword 1155 a Ins
lho is IS. Iate of 51 lo15-111•111115
ota515 Buy arm lot yaw boob oho Sahalaahon
v./tanked Send 1100 11Iy. for MS ISIS Send
check or cash IN pay pour Sold by ma•lonft
1 45 TACXLE CO

50 Rot 711

JEWELRY STORE
113 S. 4th St. Phone 193-J

i1155

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

livestock
Market

Superior Ambulance Service
FquIpped

With OsYSen

31i N. 4th St., Murray,

Ky.—Phone 98

THE FRIENDLT FUNERAL 11050E"

Murray Ready Mix Co.
'Your Eves, Concrete- Need
Phone IOU,
Mar
is,

hilt.410;
i4Wr424"44

Consolidate!
place to pay

Kirksey
Meeting t-( hoot.

Got
..

the advantages of only

only ONE

as much as 50% less than
has• mom mon.py front eoch

ONE
payment each month
present payments—
pay

check. You con

also get additional cosh if necessary. Come in or
phone today for full information.

AUDITORIUM

Loans S10 to 5300
ofe.

FRIENDLY FINANCE,Inc.
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THE OLD TICONDEROGA ON HER LAST 'VOYAGE'
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Kirksey Garage and Service Station
Owned and Operated By Ocus W. Jackson
GENERAL AUTO and TRACTOR REPAIR
SERVICING
LUBRICATION

Pho.v. No.
7.0
-Aare
Co.1,4 !,•irt 054re 15...•,r1.. •Prre If Irt$4

for yo

I ...di.

Bar'

I

II:

PRICES: Boxes $3.50, Arena and Circle $3.00, tit
cony, $2.50. 2nd Balcony. $2.00: 3rd Balcony, $1.50, far
inc. Sat. BARGAIN MATINEE. 2:30 P.M.Boxes, Arena,
Cri le $2.50; 1St Bal., $2.00, 2nd and 3rd Balcony, $1.50,
tax inc.
sing Nsturao!
1111,
I.., 4 10141.• wall, I!

AMMON\

Igo%

"IMINIAA

•
•
THE FAMOUS- old three-deck sideWheeier Ticonderoga lit shown being pulled overland on a track, en
route to sheibourne•museum. sneitiourne. Vt., from Lake thampiain. The sidewheeter here has completed about 44)0 feet of the "osoage," with about 30 days left, to go. Shelbourne museum Is a col-•
'ooernaticeolSeundeheis'
lection of eaily Americana,

1••••••

When a cough. starts begin using
Creomulsion quick forasmathing,
lazing, phlegm loosening help. You'll
like its multi" better than other medicine or druggist refunds your money.
No narcotics. Pleasant to take.

LEADER - Mrs. Everett W. Outland
Girl Scout troop 10 met Feb.
15 at the Murray Woman's club
House and a report of what we
are doing was given Some k:i
the things are shellcraft, weaving
wrought iron baskets and we
are planning to di, metal trays.

WHO OWNS THE WATER?

FABULOUS NEW SPECTACLE!

14, 1955

...

PEAR Anytough

Iears Ago Today •

Infori
Need(
D.

mos.

Refreshments were served and
see went home. Everyone had
a wonderful time.
Fri. March 4, we met at the
home of our leader Mrs. E. W.
Outland and worked on our baskets.
Dues were collected and we went
home.

With The

There waa an interesting Book
Review at Cherry Corner Church,
Three Reeaona
LIDA Saturday the Ledger and Times published a list Three things apparently hare
last Thursday presented by Miss
Ruth Houston, and there was a
of the accomplishments of the Aurray- Woman's .ClUts I tended '"' Change his mind: HIS
film shown, Members of the W.M.S.
! renewed enthusiasm to compete in
over . the past. year.
reported a good time. Mrs. Ethel
.
, a game he really enjoys, tlae fact
Janet Blair and Eddie Albert Ward assisted Miss Houston. Mrs.
It iS an imposing list both from a financial stanipoint , that he if/feeling better physically
, than nee has 171 several years, and have been signed by the Oldsmobile Jim MK'rury was a visitor.
a hd from a civic stand point.
his
lure to wan the batting sham- Dealers -of America to star in their
The W M S met_ al the church
W e wish to congratulate the Murray Womaii's Cluti
nship last year merely beeause new production of - A Connecticut
Yankee' which will be presented for an all day program on Friday
for holding such a prominent place in the community
Licked a few times at bat.
•
to observe the week of prayer
life of Murray and we wish also to say that this club is It is no secret that Williams was on NBC-TV Saturday Night. March for home missions Mrs Roy Lass12
from
9
to
10:30
EST.
dissatisfied with the results of the
iter was leader and Mrs. Don
EVANGEL'S' a strong force in the comritunity. •
1954 season which he had tabbed
waxes ensp
The famous Broadway musical Outland ass devotional leader,
It is a highly organized club with efficient xofficersi as his lost Hia 345 betting averporters in
comedy. written by Richard RodMrs. 'Hassel Shelton
will be
plans for • and has always responded .when called on ,.t
aid inj age should have given han his gyro Larry Hart and Joseph Fielde.
sixth American League batting is based on
deader of the Royal Service protoll take it
the Mark Twain :tory
any worthwhile civic endeavor.
land and s
crown but it went to Bobby. Avila .A curinectieni yank..., in King gram next week at the church
Our congratulations go to Mrs. L. E. Owens, the re- with a -.341 mark beco-uae Ted
12 ts sailinj
Arthur's Court: which once served which will be Tuesday afternoon
message,wi tiring president of the organizatiQn. antr.our best wishes lacked a mete 14 times at lyat to
-- --- -- as a r olion picture ...vehicle for , at 1 o'clocIt.
as in •Lond,
reach, the. necessary 400 AB's. - 1 the late Will Rogers.• It was a
Finis Outland is sick of 'pneuma little mo to Mrs. H. T. Waldrop. the_neW pO'sident.
Frankfort. Ky.. Agriculture CornAll of nos was due to a .bad recent Broadway revival of
'the osoa. at his tome on RFD 6. Dr.
-*
/
practical a
nossioner Ben S. Adams has issued
•
break. and you can use the word ,musical which catapulted Verahas been to see h'n..:' •a warning
orth
Rune
ed Ellen to Hollywood stardom to all stockmen in
I any way you want it He 13-1.3y-twice.
•
. Kentucky to be alert for the
only six games in 1952 before be'
'A Corinecticto Yankee* tells the
recalled at' Kann(' the____„_s__"" stun.. of a man who_ goes back in
Mr Carl Earns has been Ill symptans 01 scabies in their sheen
'Five
and cattle. Adams rqwir-5'
•
'serclee
- Te'd-rtirt'r
-1 Dna. to
adventurous days of and he had as his visitors, Mr.
ootbreaks of sheep scabies, a
, ed home again late in 1933 and Knighthood For the role of King and Mrs. Carlos Hodges.
Ledger and Times File
,
highly infectious and costly disease,
- played the last 37 ionnes of the Arthur. Ordsrn.bile has signed
There
have
been
quiltings
in
March 14, 1950
_steak/IL hitting 407 to Pr•'ve he -Boris Karloff. and -15IPPOrting play- the tonna:mg homes 41secently:°14ts, are reported in all seven of.the
.
states which border Kentucky.
still had that wallop with the ers will include John Conti and
Lon_ Outland. Mrs. Jim McCrecY.
— Sam S. Waters _ ST. - a former resident of- Calloway'w-erNt- -lOale Sherwood. 'nimbi Linn and Mrs. Jim - MeCuistall and Mrs.
Dr. L. L. -Breeck. State VeterLaves Baseball
1 Roci Alexander will be the featured .Chaslie Henry.
inarian, stated today that the
.County. died/Friday in Muskogee, Okla., according to , . c.... i- "II
ng into last season he wis dancers.
Mr. rind Mrs
Tom ; 7rowell, last known case of sheep scabies
word receyed here today.
mentally scIstresued by domestic
burned a few weeks In Kentucky :Was ifl 1952 He recalls
The Oldomobile. show ai1l be whose
INFORNLATI
and
in
tus
very.
first
workaffaos
lie wgts the brother of Mrs. W. J. McCoy and an
broadcast in both black and white ago near the Aubry Farns,grecery that the State suffered is serious
Yzasit` 4.
"
-an-T.- NY:m the-Itetr3-05r'WA li
and compatible color, and is an- on Concord Highway, are building
atbreak of the disease about 14
s' Iture ani uncle./aFtie late- Mrs. Barber .McElrath.
' tumble and suffered is severe other in the monthly series of again
at the 'same place. in fact ',ars ago which required sesend
merit Board
R: S. Bell. father ot Rev. George Bell of the Fir,
t shoulder Lacture. Alter surgerY. spectacular Broadway musical hits look! like, they will soon get to years to eradicate and cost the
Kentucky sr.;
Methodist Church here, died yesterday At his borne in he' attempted too quack a return prolitireri _for
by Max.
18118181wot.40111ama.-.9sabila
not answered
and the Moulder prised him all Liebman.
are caused by a parasite exiled
ADDADINE
the lass.% .. Halls. Tenn. He was ii.
.
season. That, pluse his private aidscab
mite.
This mite pricks the
Directory ..-to
The funeral was held today at the Methodist Church ries, mashed him into a disgustskin and sucks the animals „plood.
order that
•
in Halls.
The puncture becomes inflamed,
the beak''
rr
forming a small red . spot with
Hiram Tucker of Murray u-s“ appointed New CO-Ms
erit - -will
slight exudation of serum This
immediately
mander of the Local Veterans of Foreign Wars_ _post_ .
serum forms the scab from which
'of classifying
here last night. He succeeds Ralph .McCuiston.
the disease takes its name The
preparing the
first symptom of the disease is
Named to Sr. Vice-Commander was John Shroat.
said Joseph.
itching by the animal, Causing
director of th Groover Parker was elected Jr. Vice-Commander. Presthe wool to become roughened
,
Is 3 j'''n1 PI ton Orr will serve as trustee one year while W. T. Mc-,
and broken. The animal breve
and the Sta
! ST LOUIS NATIONAL sTOCRrestless and spends much tioi,
Clure is named to a two-year trusteeship.
YARDS
IP
- Eive•tock:
toting and rubbing the affected
Hop: 8 000
M..cierately active.
The Vivace Club of the Music Department of Murray
spots, finally losing the wool off
'The , dire('
uneven Barrios., and gilt, strong
large are-is and leaving scabby
buyers' guic State Colkge will present Mr. Harry Lee Neale in a
to 15 cents higher, weights under
mires Sheep weakened from scabtes
business ad ioncert tonight al 9:15 in the Recital Hall of the FFine
180 lbs at full advance; sows unreadily fall victims to other disevery Kentut
changed Bulk choice Iflo to no
1;uilding.
Arts
ease and many Mich sheep die.
be listed iii
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of the similarity of scabies to
00E5 LANDOWNElk OWN
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markets I.
DOWN TO CENTER OF
DOES WATER BELONG TO MAN ON WHOSE
other disease, diagonals of this
world-s great music. played by musicians who appreci- 15,75. 140 to 27n lbs, 1473 to 15 25;
EARTH INCLUDING SuaDOES WATER BELONG
LAND TT FAILS,
ucts'
disease is .best made by a capable
small lots 270 to 320 lbs 14.25 to
TEARANSAN WATERS AND
TO STATE 154 WHICH IT ORIGINATES,
ate and understand it.
wildfire.
Eczema,
veterinarian
14.73, 150
, to 170 lb, 14 75 to 1525;
MAY HE PULL WATERS
'The directo
CAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ASSERT ANY
sores, rain rot, shears
summer
Troop 4 met Monday afternoon. March sow, 450 lbs down 1373 to 14.25:
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Scout
UNDERNEATH
w•rfltS
IN
OPPOSIFROM
INLAND
Of
CONTROL
urers in the
and inflammation of the sebaseous
NEIGHBORS LAND,
TION To Ill,GHTS Of OWNERS OR STATES/
heavier sows 1250 to 13.25: boars
by type of
12th at the home of their leader. Mrs, A. B. Austin.
glands 'are Often mistaken for
9
to
1100
and alphabet
Routine business was transacted after which the troop! Cattle 1.800. Calves 500. Limited
scabies
„ence mfarma
1 Commissioner Adams stated that
enjoyed a birthday party itlebrating the 38th- birthday ' supply of steers making up hardations,
whileonosstuarantane ii 111)W being
ly five toads Theme -1111111fly high
tiers, and th of Tart Scouting lit A-ffe
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awl contemplated for Kentucky. the
'commercial and good with some
ano radio oa'
A Lynn Grove High School PTA banquet will be held
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r now on sale and
to 2000. cows about 25 pei cent
may be purchased from or
Tickets arc
— receipts. opening about steady
sheep outside of Kentucky should
notify the Division of Livestock
'
. Mrs. Gene Rogers or from ate but slow Utility and commercial
Mrs. Gordon Crouch
Sanitation at Frankfort at, that
cows II ao 1350, canner and cutageocy may check at the point
ter cows 9 to 11 00, bulls steady.
of origin to determine if the
to
13
U t ty andd commercial bull.
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is located 'in .in infected
flock
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to
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enjoyable
area Adams pointed out that such
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Steps had hoer* effective 'during
tive Good and chem.- vealers 18
WATER AND CARRY IT
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RIGHTS IN STIEPANT
the group
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short bolsi,
FROM ONE WATERSHED
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Sheep 1.000 Run include. two
TO INCITMER,
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ulation.
few li'ss rativ, S. s ky littlo• done
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except 22 head lot 109 lb natty se
terior undersecreuir) oarensie A Davis posed these and similar ing all of Kentucky's border sta .
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scattered
small
75'.
23
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HOLIDAY
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report outbreaks of sheep scab
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•
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710
wag clewed wit
lillinois report cases of cattlel'
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WOMAN'S CLUB

.

Open Evenings Until 8:00 O'clock

-

Your Business Will Be Appreciated—Come lo And Visit Us Soon

41
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SALE
CitetilsOWAY CIRCIUTF COVRT
Mavis Morris. Plaintiff
VS
0. 0. Dublin, Defendant
Pursuant to a judgement dated
March 10, 1955, in the aberve
captioned ease, I Ian proceed to
sell at Public Auction at the court
house door on Mondav. Maith 213,
1666, at 1:80 seiook. p. m. or literia
about, the followings items:
1. Little Office Building situated
on the Dublin Used Car Lot on
East Main Street.
2. Neon Sign. light wires, light
burns and other items on the
Used Oar Lot on East Maur Street.
Said above enumerated items
to be sold to the highest and best
ladder for cash.
Given under my hand, this 14
day of March, 1955.
Brigham Futrell, Sheriff
Calloway County, Ky.
Attorney, Waylon Rayburn

WANT

FOR SALE: GOOD COMMEltlor Bill Boyd at Peoples BOA.
cial lot located dawn town. Sue,!
NONCE:, BLUE
BIRD
CAVIL
211' feet wide, approximately 110
3-16-C open
under new
managesnent.
'OR SALE: EXTRA NICE POS- feet deep_ Will sell at a real
Sandwiches, short orders coffee 5
r bedroom suite, walnut finish. tairgtie Less than $2500. Tucker LOST: TAN & WHTTE PUP, FEMALE
HELP
WANTED: : cents Maxwell House, Fred Wilkerpart
sheppar
d, part hound. Weighs Ladies if ambitious and
bargain. Excharrge Furniture CO. Real Estate, 502 Maple, ulh. 483 1Tc
111111C
willuig to son Jr.
about 45 lbs. Last seeir" in the work, earn
'all 877.
mita;
good income with
vicinity of the
College. Call Avon. We want someone
-FOR SALE! Cool" sELD2Tio1'
living
1218-W.
TFC in or nest Hazel, preferably with WELLS WRATHER PORTRAITend
'OR SALE: TWO BUSHEL FINE of Cungohan. Several. to chaos,
car
and
phetograpily. plicto
without small chiltiren, Commercial
weet potato .seed. Bunch Porto from. Exohange
Furniture
LOST: BLONDE COCKER SPAN- to -represent us in Hazel. Opening finishing, one day servae. Swarth
hien. C. B. Ford, 723 Sycamor
Call
877.
Ml
e.
IEL dog, 6 months old. Name in-Hardin, Ky., also. Write P. 0. side square, Murray. Phone 1439
'hone 1591.
M15C
or 1073.
"Sniffles" wears red collar and Box 465, Owensboro,
MI9C
M.141C
FOR SALE:, BEAUTIFUL MODrabies tag aumber 156. Last seen
OR SALE: NICE USED REE'RI- ern 5 room
house,
insulated Saturday
afteinoon at home $12
actor Three to choose from. Ex- throughout. File. ric heat. Located
DON'T FORGET, GAB, OIL, ACSo. Ilth. Finder please Call 890-3
oil hard surface strt.et near Colloinge Furniture Co. Call 877
cessorles. Mechanic on duty Ashlege. Small down
payment, reland Service Station, hazel. Ky..
WANTED
3
ROOM
UNFURmainder on easy terms, G. I. Loan
':. 'OR SALE:
NISHED apartment. Private bath John Compton. it .
MOP
1
A
Y R
PEN, M
C1
transferable. Tucker Real Estate,
i fled, flourescent disk
and entrance Call Toferely
lamp. Girls 502 Maple, phone 483.
GarCARD OF THANKS
1TC
FOR RENT: HOUSE TRAILER, rison at Ledger & Turies.between
resses size 6aCall 333W.
Ml3P
The family of Ctiarlie Malcolm
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE
1
furnished. Lights & water furni- 8 am. a: 4 p.m.
M16NC large
JR
SALE:
KAY
seIrction styles. saes. Call wishes to express their sincere
SPANISH FOR SALE: YOU CAN
PUR- shed. See at 1101 Poplar. Kelly
!liar and cam, $50.00 Oiiginal
85. See at Calloway Monument appreciation fur every kindness
CHASE beautiful lots for a small Woods.
Ml6P JOB WANTED: WILL CABE FOR works.
at 1100. D. S. Warren, 1105
Vester Orr, owner. West grawrn them during the illness and
down payment, remainder on easy
death of their beloved husband
aeue Ave., ph. 1446-W.
FOR RENT: FURNISHED APT. child in my home. Regular or odd, Main St. Near Collage.
Ml6P terms. It's a good time to buy
M30C
hours. Day or Night. Call Mrs.
your Three
and father.
rooms
on
first
floor.
Phone Jas Lamb,
OR SALE: 200 ACRE FARM lot before they • nicrease in value.
Especially( do they
118-M.
want to
530-3.
3-15M FIRST
M IOC
COLOR
TELEVISION thank the kind neigribicr
.need for cattle. permanent stock Tucker Real Estate, 502 Maple,
rs for the
production in Calloway County,
ater, all open land tuned. phosr phone 483.
1TC FOR RENT: FURNISHED
food they prepared, and for every
2 ROOM
Friday and Saturday, March 17
ailed and seeded. Will sell for . _
Burial wreath and every act of
apt. Utiiities
furnished.
$2500
and 18, Murray
High
School
500 or tied,,' tor house and
kindness shown in any way by
Also sleeping rooms. Call 131-J,
hat
Auditorium Make your plans to
4 Murray. Tucker Real Estate, FOR SALE: USED DORNLEYE.R 708 Olive.
NOI'ICE: CALL SOB MOORE
any one.
Prt14P
attend.
electric Mixer with 'juicer, good
aj Maple, phone 483.
M 14C
416, for hauling as I have a Dodge
They will always remember the
ITC
condition, $10.00.
FOR RENT: 3 ROOM FURNISHED pickup, also
faithfulness of' the doctors and
carpenter repair work,
SALE: HANDMADE CYBird Cage with stand - Almost apt. With bath, private entrance. call
nurses. especially Dr. Houston and
Jim Sander GI Bob Moore,
lea boats. Call
95.iR4. , Hill new - $6.60. Call $5 days 1103 Adults. A. G. Outland, 309
SERVICES OFFERED I Dr. Hobson.
North tel 1256-J.
•
irdner
MAP
M 16P nights
TI' 4th. Phune 181.
M15P
May God's richest blessings be
FOR YOUR WARM AIR FUR- bestowed on every care who helped
FOR RENT: 5 ROOM
API'.: MeCULLOUGH CHAIN SAWS:
Private entrance. Mrs. Bob Mc- Model 33, made!. 47, model 4-30. naces, anyleind of sheet metal in any way tc, make this sad
occasion bearable
Cuiston, 503 Olive, or cell 33. MI4o model 99. Most outstanding chain work and gutters. Call Hatt-hers
Mrs. Lonnie Malcolm and Childsaw on the market. See Cdnner Tin Shop. Ph. 1750.
5115C
FOR RENT: FURNderkiED. 51:11XIM Implein
ran, eat-Conapatta---Biato Ma:'
house, full size bassietnetra. elect
.
- ally equipped. Furnaceheat. Pho.
5.10,
M111P IP YOU
WANT - TO RENT A
iii
washing mectune, toll Mrs. Rich
ardoun, phone 74.
A7t

FOR SALE

Lost Sz Found

Wanted

FOR RENT

- Call 479
r Lass"

l

NOTICE

Killed Daughter

A La CARTE
SIOUX FALLS, S. P. - ith Alden Johnson, a milkman, foutie
this note tucked into an empa
milk bottle on his route here
"Please pour about a cupful of
milk out of one of the quarts into
the dish in the entry for the kitten! Thanks a lot"

THOMAS IfTIONEY, 47, Charlestown, Mass, is shown at court
In Boston, where he was
charged with the strangle-death
of his daughter Margaret, 19.

The Leading
Air Conditioners

95 Drive-In

Now offer you special
low prices in order to
get installation in early
before the -rush.

THEATRE
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"HOW TO MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE"
- Cinemascope in Technicolor
starring Betty Grable,
Marilyn Monroe, and
Lauren Bacall

Call 1680
or see

Alfred Duncan
219 So, 13th St.

OR

i0000
-

lies
hes

Will build home according to

STORE

your -plans,'FHA

'hone 193

or G.I. specifi-

eations for as little as $450 down.

i _Help

'•

Wanted

SINO1:11
SEWING-MACHIN1HELP
WANTED:
BOY representatve in
Murray. F.,,
over 16 years old. Call 725-W. Sale* Service,
Repair, contact
Triangle._ Inn.
-MAC Local_ _MALL zua lzvan. Phone
121111-X4.
ITC

Female Help Wanted

HELP WANTED:

LW...bused

by knsg

NoTic-r: TEXACO SERVICE
Station uader new manageni.
Watson and Wilkerson ay..
Your business appreciated,
Chestnut.
UMW
- - ENVELOPES. ENVELOPES. EN
velopes. up to 10 x 15 Brown
clasp envelopes of any size, if
you nee i clasp envelcpes cal
St the Ledger and Times office
supply department
Perfect for

SEVERAL Girls
to address, mail postcards. spare
time every week. Write Box 161. ,
Belroat, ?Lass.
M14P ;
a DON'T FAIL TO REGISTER
the FREE PONY t,, be given a...a,.
April 30. No obligations. Ju.
regizater. Johnson Grocery, 512 Se
12 St, phiate FAS.

RDErfesiht

ele41

"-

ra,.-''ti,

_

*Fiore
a airarie moon i on the would steer clear of
Regina Pelham
first Sour.
couldn t lace it. He and any place she might
happen to
csPed room service, said, "A couple be, Andrus
thought.
of chicken sandwiches-" and 'He said abruptly
, "Do you know
paused, gripping the instrument anything
about the silver flank lehard,. Give in now and he was gins gave me
the day before we
through. He added, "and a bottle were to
have been
of ale, as soon as you can make it turn up anywher marrad? Did
e later on?"
lt."
Lofting stared at him frowning.
He filled 15 minutes walking "A silver" His face cleared. "I
around and thinking about that remember
it, a nice thing - Susan
CSIAPTEIR TWO
.
flask. When the bell rang he and I helped
Regina pick it out.
run THING Andrus %Vai looking .thought it was the waiter with the Wasn't
it with your stuff? You
was the silver flask Regina PCI- food, lie opened the door
and want to send it back to her. I supin had given him the day before stared into Harry Lofting'
s face. pose? 1 wouldn't,..atadrus."
'y were to have been married. Lofting was to have been his best
Andrus said, "I have no Intenhad been !lire of finding it. It man at the wedding that had not
tion of trying to see Regina You
isn't in the topcoat or the suit taken place. Regina had arranged
had %%e'en up the river to jail. it. He was an agreeable fellow can tell Susan Dwight that."
Lofting was,openly relieved. Ile
wasn't in hie room In the Wolf with a long [sae, long chin, long
'I inn %Oar, he left it to start on nose and expressive brown eyes -- did not like the errand he had been
sent
on, and was glad to have done
it prirney. His volatae, vivacious inclined to ride hobby
horses, but with it. He got up. Ile
had to run
st, Jude Carinody, had arrived with a sense at humor.
. . . Andrus agreed to lunch son"
he finished packing. Jule had
Andrus led the way into the liv- day
soon,
closed
the
door
behind
o•ii charge ot the bag, no longer ing room. "Flow did you find out
I Lofting. There were a lot of things
leitile and gay, hut whit:, faced was hank?"
he didn't know about these people.
ital sad. "I tried to get here before,
Lofting eat *cavil and lit a ciga.
but aour uncle is very ill. I'm ret with deliberation. "W II, Susan Illey were all coniparative stranger*. Maybe Susan Dwight hadn't
saw you get out of a cab and come
lie had been almost a year In jell in here. Srie lives down the street seen Lofting. Maybe Lofting had
come on his own . . . Andrus
' n the first doubt entered his . . . You look fine."
snatched up his topeoat Out in the
.1 The biark he had minat was
Susan was Staten Dwight, Ite- hall
he all but ran down the waiter
c quite complete. It had very ginars stepsister. Andrus Bullied.
"I with a tray. He said, "Put la
lir my
elnally thinned In a couple of feel fine. It wasn't too had, on the
rcaini," tossed a dollar bill at the
is. One spot was concerned with
whole, not unlike the Army be%aver flask. He had handled the tween pushes. They gave me good man arid made for Die freight elec after he left the inn on tho. Julia. I was cook part of the time. vator around the coiner that the
it young Roger hail been killed, I was sotry they took me out of waiter had come up in. The data
was open. Andrus got la and
ee were waives attached to the kitchen. I like cooking."
premed the ground floor-button.
flask, the picture of • tossing
Lofting said earnestly: "hook,
There was no sign of Lofting on
'..n. lie had been going to Andrus, if there's anything I can
w the flask isomewhere. There do . . . ? I don't know what yhur the street Urea streamed from the
windows
restaurant in the
saunas. too, the sound of • plans are, but if there's any
way I next building. Andrus looked
in.
.g, pre V1141. complaining. "Come can help-"
Dining
was
in there at the bar.
low, viii don't want to do a
Andrus said, "Susan Dwight sent His
back
was
toward
the door.
a like that."
you here, didn't she?"
Susan Dwight eat on a high stool
"That's right. But I would have beside
• thing like what? He had built
him. Andrus could see her
ic• flask's telling him when he conic anyhow."
vivid face in profile. It was taut
d at it, handled it again They
"What does your wife *ant to with emotion. A fur cape
was
that he had got out of bed, know ?thrown back from her shoulders.
. n oirr to the ['villain house,
Lofting looked startled. "My She had no hat on. Her
brown
.i Roger, driven back to the wife? Susan and I aren't married hair was
smooth and shiny. Very
.
and had then fallen into a What made you think so?"
. .ken stupor behind the wheel
Regina had wanted 'them to pn tte
h y'; looking at me in her mind,
, morning. There was more to marry. She was fond
of Lofting Andrus thought, the man eta
ain that, tie hail done other and thought her young stepsist
er killed her nephew and ruined hi r
as. 1.1, had hoped that the sight would be happy with
him. Evident- stepsister's life. He turned away
se flask would widen the. gap, ly it had not come off.
from the window and walked off.
4 back those other things . . .
He repeated the question. "Why
When he got upstairs and into
1 . that it wasn't In the hag. It did Susan Dwight send you
here? his apartment he found kis aunt
enly hadn't been left in that What does she want to
know?"
there with a strange man. Jude
bedroom and Jude had brought
Lofting's nose grew longer. He was standing at a
table eating one
itag here the next day and put said, "Susan's worried.
About Re- of his chicken sandwiches absently.
his locker downstairs. No one gina. Regina's just
beginning to She crossed the room and kissed
.I get it there ... Who would pull out of it If she were
to sec him. "Jim, darling, I'm so glad to
.t to? Besides, If It were a you
see you." The man she brought
.alon of pilfering, whydake the
"New York's a big placc, Lof- with her was around
40, thir. and
ri,k arida leave the rings, which ting, and Regina doesn't ,(Inv j
t dark aid elegant. Jude introduced
, tiiiich mole valuable?
.
town very often."
him.
"This
Is
Dr.
Fernand
ea, New
' 'skis g. it heavila off the bed
"No. Hut your acme lives sip y,,rk's chief medical
examiner,
vent into the bathroom and there on the Hudson,
doesn't she?" Jim. He's conic to dissect your
a shower and changed into "Yes, in Hastings." They wanted
brain."
.
a
tsar cliithea.
an assurance frotli him that
(TO
hr.:

11•••••••••••••••1
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YES, whiter than a cigarette, as white as a Viceroy
Viceroy filter on sheet or shirt cuff, a snow
white test. Your laundry should be as white as a

filter. Lay

Vi‘eroy filter.

_right to yourFermi

WASH DRY and FOLD
Bundle of 15 lbs. . . . 99c

Phone or Write today for proppt delivery of'

CASH and CARRY

SINCLAIR

Shirts, Pants and Dresses ironed for
small emir& charge

'TRACTOR FUELS • LUBRICANTS • GREASES
GASOLINES • MOTOR OILS • KEROSENES

Valuable Premiums on All Cash and Corry Work
SWEATERS PACKAGED IN CELLOPHANE

Carlos Jones

BOONE
Family Laundry - Saisitone Cleaning

Phone 856

MARKETER
Murray, Ky.
By Erni. Busimaillsa

AW--- NANCY
PLEASE COME
TO SEE ME

sea a prison t
1.-,•
r Petham. ..i.„
t •r
Regina 1. litatn.
I
a iired. ..•ertiviatirre.• during
etoe d:nner tool I, at_1..1 nut
..tiad, end
had Sw,Lened
morning to
,
i the
dead In
'elseirar of the
limo. in
',Kb of Nig, York: Ormixtnket-ly
• i•
I,I FIN
th• buy. but
ha,
' no rnoollereina af haying
en Lis ...ar that .....o!

E,Inc.

BOONE'S LAUNDRY

NANCY

ro Andrus liad

only ONE
och month
oynaintsYou con
:wars in Of

Service

The Whitest Thing In Tpwn

FEMALE HELP WANTED: WOMEN sew easy brunch coil, spare
t
matetaal cut, instructions
fianietaid
Prohrable
Write Acca.ate Style Mfg. Inc
Pine
Ss.. Pfeeport. New Yatk.
ITP

Tell Her

Fest,Fri

NO--- I
MEANT
WHAT I
SAID--

LIL' ABNER
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1
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1"14111111.1111.1""1"011Min WW1
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GRAND IN LAST MIGHT'S
JOB.' AND YOU ekl_Mosi
LOUSED THINGS UP BY
LETTING SCRAPDLE

KNOW YOU'RE A GIRL

arbiter
TO M,
AUNTIE-

Raeburri Van

A NICE 1410-AND a/rms.'
DUMB ABOUT OUR OPeRiN • JON.
SO YOU STOP GRIPING ABOUT
HIM. BECAUSE IF l'OU

I

lc I DON'T--??
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YOU HAD.'
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Conservation
Day Being
Planned

Locate oiL cook stoves or heaters
a safe distance from curtains or
drapes. Otherwise, there's danger
FRANKFORT - "Kentucky Conthe fabrics will be blown into con- servation Day" has been set for
C,rete HI of WSCS
First tact with open flame
of
or heating July 7 at the Soil and Watei
Methodist Church will have a surface.
Research Station of the United
short business session at one-thirty
o'clock in the new educational
building pieeeding
the
mission
study class

Social Calendar -

Okayed for AEC

Monday. ',Earth 14
Tne Pleas..nt Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Clifton
Johes at lone o'cloak.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club' house at sevarathirty

MONDAY. MARCH 14. 1955

States Department of Agriculture
at Coshocton. Ohio and persons
throughout the state interested in
soil conservation are already making plans to attend.
Marshall W. Qualls. State dimeter of Soil and Water Resources,
said today that formers, businessmen, teachers and persons connected with agricultural agencies ale
particularly invited toemake the
Ohio trip, vabich is to be gponsored
by the Z.entucky Association of
Soil Conservation Districts and the
Kentucky Bankers Association,

rid
ad
Each county group will make
No Smoke
its own arrangements for travel
and 'expenses and local supervisors
the
FORT HOOD, sex. - t of soil conservation districts, eulan.
Pfc. Sidne9 L. Smoke, a
ty agents. bankers association agmechanicIts'
in the motor pool of the 141st
ent
ricultural chairmen arid vocational
Armored Signal Co., First Armored
agricultural teachers have been reDivision, has a ready answer when t _
quested to serve on county combuddies ask him for a smoke.
mittees for the event.
'Sorry', quit smoking three days
Qualls said that visitors to the ago.'
research station will see watershed work that is not earned on than 140 applications for waterat any other station in the eastern shed planning assistance submitUnited Slates. Interest in this type ted from Kentucky soil conservaof project has been ghown by more tion districts, he said.

•

• • • •

The, Dorcas Class of the First
• • • •
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker at sevenTuesday, Mereh 15
Circles of the WMS of. the thirty &clew*. Group V. Mrs.
will Snoemaker. captain, will be in
Saetist Church
'Memorial
meet as follows. Eva Wall with charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Joyee Byrd as hostess in
• • • •
the home of Mrs. Crawford Ray
The, Woman's Missionary Society
at two-thirty o'clock. Mamie Thyof the First Baptist Church will
with Mrs. VelVin Allbritton
hold ttg. general meeting at the
and Bertha Smith with Mrs. L. 13.
church at two-thirty o'clock.
clock.
Cri
rid
t .90%4n4t1 rty
• e
The Sunbeam Band of the First
A flower Ariengernent School
Baptist Church e-ill meet at the
lecture desnonstration
including
church at two-forty-five o'clock.
a:ti..nctiviclual work wal be held
• • •
• •
the taasernent of the First
The Sunbeams. GAs and RAs'
Chrishati Chttrh new burldini by
of the Five Point Mission will
Mn.. Dori Rabold. Hours are
a. m. to 12 noon. luncheon from meet at the Baptist Student Cen12 to 1 p. m.. and 1 -p m to 4 p m. ter • at three-thirty o'clock.

ted
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CONFIRM/MON as a member of
the AEC a as recommertlee for
Hungarian-born scientist John
von Neumann. shown before the
AEC congressional asienuteee
0:,et
In Washingten At
heeringhe teetaled Pieat- seeeed
eco-ier
%cite lar Rabert
s-eit all
e•er 31„;ham.h, r
t• .7

:.•.or-

7'10'

It,)

•

•• •
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The epee-ea will be held _adoring
The Kirksey Homemakers Club
the same hours on Wednesday.
will meet with Mrs. Paul Paschall
March IS.
.
• • • e.
.
at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Musa* Department Of the
Woman's Club will meet
Circle IT of WSL.S. of First
ib house at seven-thirty .Methodist Chur:ti will meet, in the
college youth room of the church
at two o'clock prsor to the mato
sioh study.
-• • •

SPECIAL

Wednesday. March IS
The J. N. Williams tempter of
.• UDC will Meet vette Mrs.
Gingles„ Farmer Avenue, at
'-thy o'clock.
• • • •''
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Be As
'Pretty as a Picture'

The East
Hazel
Homemakers
„ris will meet with Mrs. Robert
„mg at one o'clock

With Our Wonderful
imr
of
Pre
eak
dies
is :

and

Thursday, March 17
W...aegboro
The
Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs Ocus
Bedwell at one reckack.

S15.00 Special
For Only S8

!Mrs. Churchill Is
Honored With Stork
Shower On Tuesday

Jean's Beauty Shop
103 N. 3 rd St

bu
bia
eve
be
anc
fhe
ma
ect

-

-aerie IV of WSCS of First,
thexist Church will meet in
Men's Sunday School Room
the, church at one-thirty o'clock
•
a bueiness meetatig before
ng to the mission study.
• •• • •
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Playing Now
ENDS WED.

7
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TUESDAY
and WED.
I

D

F
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Jre. Granville tang-ham arid
'Mrs Leon Beale were hostesses
7 a surprise stork shower given
••the honor of Mrs James Mason
'.urchill. Tuesday
evemng
at
vert-thirty o'clock at the home:
Mrs Bingham,
514
South
aeventh street
1
Yellow and green color scheme
• as followed throughout, with a
)plecaf table beautifully covered
:h yellow and white lace and an
raegetrient of yellow and green
..p-dragons, gift of the honoree's
ithen-in-law The gifts were at..ctively placed around the flower
-angeinent.
Games were enjoyed by the
.,up with prizes being won by
Henry Richardeon. Mrs. Joe
James- and Mrs. James Mason.
a.uretail. Dell/hCul refreshment..
,re served, consisting of lime
.nch and white cake with lemon
rig
Lt4.rity napkins centered
e crystal plate bearing the names
• "Debbi% Mason and- - - -." The
• alp gathered emund .1tw table
- the opening of theagifts Many
re-and useful gifts were received.
Those present were- Mesdames
'ally Kelly. Jae Pat James, Edgar
e.irley,
Roy • Weatnerly.
Max
. nurCh111,
Ames Burks, Luther
'inn.
aed Henry Richardson.
Aiss Gloaa M. the honoree
d the
Those sesid.r.g gifts were: Mts.:me, Alfred
Williams, Goebel
Hicks Bryant. Herman
'
,ems. Joe Baker Littleton, Leoird Vaughn, Merit Lawson, Jqe
_Beale. Grover Wood James.
Thorrpsor. Clyde Rowland,
a-at McNabb. J-Im Corininghem,
'-tax • Chualphill. Jr. and Paul
- erne Burka asacio Mir; Hilda
saathar

• •• • •
Collapse Unlike!

ENDS

VE UP TO 50% On Good Quality
Furniture and Home Furnishings
• Discontinued Styles --- One Of A Kind --- Remnants
This Merchandise Has To Be Sold Now to Make Room for Spring Merchandise
•

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

BED ROOM FURNITURE

KROEHLER 2-Pc. SUITE - beautiful nylon rose Boucle
Lawson style. Dropped from 1955 line.
Was $249.50 - NOW$189.50
LIVING ROOM 2-Pc. SUITE. Foam rubber cushions.
Cherry red nylon, modern style.
Many Sold At $229.00 - CLOSE OUT $147.50
KROEHLER SECTIONAL 2-Pc. Will make beautiful
•100- long sofa. Newest style. Exactly as shown. Covered in a heavy beige nyloon tweed.
Special Ordered To Sell $249 - $149
ENGLANDER SLEEP OR LOUNGE. Ideal for den.
Good looking modern green tapestry makes good twin
Only $39.50
size bed.
KROEHLER LIVING ROOM 2-Pc. Makes bed. Covered in nubby tweed type nylon, soft green. One of the
Was $229. Now $164
best 1954 styles.
LARGE BARREL CHAIRS. Foam rubber cushion.
Choice red, lime and gold. Easily worth $59.50.
Choice $38.80
CONTOUR TYPE TILT RACK.CHAIRS. Tweed cushions with plastic arms and head rest. $69.50_
Now $46.50

SOLID CHERRY Chest of Drawers. New Salem
.finish. Out of discontinued group. Brass hardware. Was $79.50 - Now $44.50.
CORAL MAHOGANY 2-Pc. Double Dresser.
Headboard bed with nite stands attached. All
the furniture needed for most bed rooms. Latest styling, one of newest finishes. $226 value $137.50
FROST MAHOGANY 4-Pc, Modern Bed Room
Gmup. Double dresser, book case bed, chest and
night stand. Discontinued from line of foremost
North Carolina furniture manufacturer. Save
$100. This group reg. $249.50- Now $149!50
OVERSIZE Chest of Drawers. Beautiful walnut
veneer - out of $269 bed suite. Easily worth
$75. Close out $49.00.
DREXEL Full Size Bed and Matching Nite Table,
Blond. Bed_reg. $56- Now $27.95. Nite table'
reg. $32 - Now $15.95
•

Carpet and Rug Specials

Bedding

12 foot by 12 foot - Beautiful Axminister grey tone on
$98.50
reg. $129.50
End-E4 roTi.
9 foot by 9 foot. Heaviest grade. Modern floral axminister. Remnant roll-bound. Reg. $10.50 sq. yd. Reg. cost
NOW $57.75
$94.50
7.6-x9' Beige and Brown Floral. 7 2-3 Row Axminister.
Heaviest quality - End of roll. Bound as rug. Ideal
NOW $38
for bedroom. Reg. $76
9x12 Axminister, Beige Floral - 18th -Century Design.
Living room or dining MOM. Reg. $79.50 Now $57.75
9x12 Carved Tone on Tone. Choice of grey or green.
Discontinued from Mohawk's -custom line. Were
Now $66.50
$99.50
Hall Runner or Stair -Carpet, dark green. Small design.
27 inches wide, any length. Reg. $2.60 Now $1.25 ft.
9x12,AXminister. Green and beige, leaf pattern. Dropped
Now $46.50
frortfline, Reg. $59.50
Samples. Values to 17.51)
Carpet
About 25 Full 27-x54Wiltons, Velvet, Axminister. Choice $5.95

SERTA fulLsize Mattress and Box Springs. Foam
rubber top on mattress. Beautiful Damask cover
Reg. $59.50 - Close-Out $38.88 each.
11OLLYWOOD BED, twin size. Tape edge matching innerspring mattress, box spring. Complete
with plastic covered head board. Reg. $89.95.
Now $59.50

Dinette Furniture Close - Outs
5-Pc. 36- Table, brown and tan combination.
Modern curved style table. Discontinued. Was
$99.50 -- Now $56.50.
5-Pc. Wrought Iron Grey Tweed Plastic Top Table
red tweed chairs. Dropped frorn line. Was
$99.50 - Now $66.75
Many Other Suites Reduced - Best Makes

Sale Starts Tomorrow
Don't Miss These Gigantic Bargains For
Every Room In The House!

Jose Ferrer and Merle Oberon

"DEEP 11 MY'HEART"
with WALTER P1DGEQN, ROSEMARY CLOONEY.
JANE POWELL. ANN MILLER. TONY MARTIN

-LAST TIMES TONIGHT -Audie Murphy and Thomas Mitchell
in "DES T R Y
in Technicolor

HARVARD eeronornist PAM K.
Gaibraith tea., the Senate banking committee in Washington
that the government should
take drastic action to curb
stock market speculation If the
boom continues.'
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